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ANNUAL REPORT

OF TH1

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.
1872,

INCLUDING A REPORT ON SOMJ OF THE NOXIOUS, BENEFICIAL AND 
COMMON INSECTS OF THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

PREPARED FOR THE HONOURABLE THE COMMISSIONER OF
BEHALF OF THE SOCIETY.

AGRICULTURE, ON

BT

THE REV. C. J. S. BETHUNE, M.A
“ e/

WILLIAM SAUNDERS,
ï tce-President of the Entomological Society of Ontario; and

EDMUND BAYNES REED,
Secretary-Treasurer of the Entomological Society of Ontario.

REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF r 
ONTARIO, FOR THE YEAR 1872.

THE PROVINCE OF

To the Honourable the Commissioner of Agriculture,__

„ nSlR’7I" compliance with our Statute of Incorporation, I have the honour to submit 
the Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario for the year 1872.

this year held at the City of Hamilton, whenThe annual meeting of the Society was__* uu>u ww wuo v
the various reports were read, and the officers forÏ873dulyelected'”

i *? 8“bmi.t herewith a Report on some of the Noxious, Beneficial, and
u- n- T °jthls ProvlDee, which has been prepared by the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, 
Mr. William Saunders and myself, on behalf of the Society

sStSS5«S2=a s -
their several branches of this science. them authorities in
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1 ha7e™h plf?ra in bein- able to report an increase in our membership which h™ '
hi nr? °!)’ aDid that Under the f 'stermg care of your Department a more general interest 
^raetma! Entomology seems to be making its wa^ steadily among the agSuVaUom!

"f P* m*“* «od fw t'« Oiled forth worm commend,lion, frô» .Z’.'fir
h"e ^ "k ih“ *

I have the honour to remain,
Your obedient servant,

Edmund Baynes -Heed,
Secretary-Treasurer of the Entomological Society of Ontario.

London, Ont., Nov., 1872.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

The second annual general meeting of the Society - 
Ml^fintano, on Thursday Evening, September 27, 1872The müncnîntfïe -C- J W.K the chair.

1 he minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Secretwv Treld?crSwaddT’ ^ ^ePor‘ofthe Council, and the financial statement ,f the 

. ‘5ecretary-Treasarer were then read, and on motion duly received and adopted

election op officers for 1873.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.

held at the Court-House, Hamil-was

The following Officers were then elected:

Æi». “ »d IS p"‘ H«*
Secretary-Treamrer.-E. B. Reed, Esq., London, Ont.

1 Jl M ew-Auditors.—J. H. Griffiths and Chas. Chapman, London

management.16 ^ ™ disCU89ed- and ™gg»tions made with reference
t« its

«liniZ/f fmb!tCt °f th.e ReP°rt 0n Insects was laid before the meeting and information 

The meeting then adjourned.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.
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70Ontario general 
London Branch 
Kingston..........

51
15

136 in Ontarioyour 
rledge 
ral of 
course

y
14Quebec Provincq.

Nova Scotia.........
British Columbia

*

3 *
1

154 in Canada.
138 1United States 

England......... 8
ttorw.

300 Members.Total

The Quebec Branch has ceased for the present to exist ; but we hope shortly to see it 
reorganized.

Our membership in the United States is steadily increasing, and from this source we 
derive much substantial assistance both to our funds and our magazine. The publication of 
the Canadian Entomologist is still continued ; the fourth volume is now nearly 
pitted. The Entomologist is at present the only regularly-issued periodical on this Con
ti, ent devoted to the science of Entomology. We must not omit to return our hearty 
thanks to those friends who have so kindly sent material to the editors, and by whose active 
assistance the latter have been able to keep up the good reputation of our periodical. Espe
cially would we make honourable mention of Mr. V. T Chambers, of Covington, Kentucky, 
whose admirable papers on the Micro Lepidoptera have attracted much attention both here 
and in England.

Some of onr members have expressed an opinion that the Entomologist is too exclu
sively scientific, and that its pages have not been made sufficiently interesting to those 
amongst us who are at present only beginners in the study of the science. The Council feel 
that there is some justice in this remark, and we would suggest to our successors that perhaps 
it may be feasible to publish, in the pages of the Entomologist, the descriptions of 
tive Lepidoptera, taken from the original sources, as far as practicable, and thus give 
assistance to those whose want of proper books, or inability to get even a reference to tllem, 
is an insuperable barrier to their working out for themselves the names of the various species 
in their collections.

The great drawback to the Society’s efforts is a want of sufficient funds to procure the 
requisite scientific works on Entomology, many of which are very rare and costly, and also a 
proper supply of engravings and electrotypes of the various insects treated of. It is very 
difficult to meet the latter demand, owing to the want of a good artist who is well versed in 
the science, and able to give a correct representation of the originals ; at the present time we 
have to send to the United States for the greater part of our wood-cuts and electrotypes.

The Council appointed a delegation to confer with the Commissioner of Agriculture oe 
the subject of an increased grant, and there is every reason to hope that the result will be 
successful. In their application they will be strongly supported by the Fruit Growers' As
sociation, who are making a similar appeal.

We have much pleasure in referring to the very generous donation of fifty dollars to
wards our library fund by the Fruit Growers’ Association. It becomes indeed more manifest, 
as each succeeding year rolls on, that the cordial feeling existing between these two sister 
Societies is a strong element in their suoeess, and furnishes fresh proof of the necessity of 
their continuing the work in the same friendly manner. We sincerely hope that this feeling 
will always continue.

The financial statement will, we think, be found satisfactory to the members.
The Council have thought it advisable to rent rooms at London for three years from 

July 1,1872, at 180 per annum ; of thia the London Branch pays $30. We would here 
suggest and recommend that the expenses of fitting it up in a suitable manner be borne by 
the Sdeiety. The estimated cost is about $100. It must not be forgotten that hitherto the 
Society has had no proper place for keeping the stock of books, cabinets, pins, corks, ete.
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The library has been largely augmented during the year, and is now the nucleus of a 
▼cry fair collection of entomological books.

The property of the Society is insured for $850.
, Arrangements have been made for the continuation of our Annual Reports, to be pub

lished as hitherto under the direction of the Department of Agriculture. If successful in 
obtaining the increased grant that we are now applying for, it is contemplated to issue >ith 
the Reports a coloured plate of insects, believing that by this means we shall be able to 
present to the public a much more definite and correct idea of the various insects treated of.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
Edmund Baynes Reed,

On behalf of the Council.

Financial Statement of Secretary-Treasurer.

Receipts.
By Balance in Bank of Montreal.......

“ Members’ Fees, including arrears
“ Government grant for 1872 ................... ........................
“ Ei.g'aving, from Department for Annual Report, 1871
“ Canadian Entomologist, sale of ...............................
“ Fins, sale of.......................................
“ Cork, “ ................ ... ................ ^................
“ Library acet—Sale of Duplicate Pamphlets........ 77.7.7.
“ “ Donation from Fruit Growers’ ssociati
“ Expense aect, Exchange, &c.............................. ..............
“ Individual accts,

$ 233 73 
250 64 
500 00 
150 00 
40 98 
15 20 
13 87

54 75
4 75 }50 00

22
18

$1299 76
Disbursements..

To Expense acct., including Editor’s salary for 1871
'* Engraving for Annual Report...............................
“ Canadian Entomologist, printing Nos. 7—12, vol. iiï., and 

Nos. 1—8, vol. iv........................................

$267 01 
152 55

428 16 
181 24 

15 61 
255 19

“ 'Library acct
“ Individual accts.........................
“ Balance in Bank of Montreal*

$1299 76 $1299 76
* This toilI be exhausted in meeting liabilities <lue up to December 31.1872.

W® certify that the above is a correct statement of accounts for the year ending Sept 
19, 187^, as shown by the Treasurer’s books, with vouchers for all disbursements.

Chas. Chapman, 
J. H. Griffiths, } Atulitort.

London, Ont., Sept. 22, 1872.

Annual Address of the Prf-sident
of Ontario, 1872.

To the Members of the Entomological Society of Ontario :
Gentlemen,—It is my happy privilege once again to congratulate you upon the 

completion of another year of progress in the annals of our Society. As you have already 
learnt from the very satisfactory Report of our excellent Secretary-Treasurer, the list of 
members of the Society has been largely added to during the past twelve months ; the 
.Library has been increased by the purchase of a number of valuable Entomological works • 
a cabinet and microscope have been bequeathed to us by our late lamented member, the Rev.’ 
Professor Hubbert, and our collections have been much improved ; a comfi rtable and eom-
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of e
modious suite of rooms has been procured in a central locality in London, Ont.—the present 
headquarters of the Society ; the Canadian Entomologist has been regularly issued 
with, we trust, no diminution in the value and interesting character of its contents ; our 
Second Annual Report on Noxious and Beneficial Insects, prepared by Messrs. Saunders and 
Reed, and myself, and containing notices of the insects affecting the Apple, Grape, Plum, 
Currant and Gooseberry, Wheat crops, Potato, Cabbage, Cucumber, Melon, Pumpkin and 
Squash, has been duly published by the Legislature of Ontario, and no doubt has long since 
been in the hands of you all. Such, gentlemen, is our record for the year that is now 
brought to a close, and, having in addition, a satisfactory balance-sheet from the Treasurer, 
we feel that mutual congratulations are not out of place, and that we who have been honoured 
with official positions in the Society, can look back upon our efforts in its behalf with at 
least the agreeable feeling that they have not been altogether in vain.

If we turn, moreover, from our own especial interests to the condition and prospects of 
American Entomology in general, we find much to afford us satisfaction and encourage
ment. No large work, indeed, on any particular order of insects has appeared during the 
past year, but many valuable reports of State Entomologists and portions of serial publica
tions have been issued from the press,—among the latter, I may be pardoned, I am sure, 
for especially drawing attention to the exquisite illustrations of North American Butterflies 
contained in Mr. W. H. Edwards’ invaluable work, which has now reached its Tenth Part. 
It speaks well, too, for the growing popularity of this branch of Natural Science, that Dr. 
Packard’s useful “ Guide to the Study of Insects ” has already reached a third edition. A 
pleasing recognition of American Entomological work has recently, I may add, been mani
fested in England by the publication there, in a collected form, of the writings^of the late 
Dr. Braokenridge Clemens, on the Tineina of North America, under the editorial supervision 
of Mr. H. T. Stainton. the well-known authority in that department of Lepidopterology.

Apart, however, from the position attained by the growth of our Entomological litera
ture, the Science has this year received a recognition that cannot fail to be of great and 
permanent benefit to it. I allude to the formation of a special sub-section of Entomology at 
the recent meeting of the American Association for the advancement of Science. It will 
now be practicable for American Entomologists —to whatever part of the continent they may 
belong, whether to a Province of the Dominion or a State of the Union, from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific—to meet together for mutual conference on matters Entomological. Questions 
affecting the Science in general can hardly fail to arise from time to time, and demand the 
consideration, and, possibly, the decision of some such united council. Certainly, the pro
ceedings of such a gathering will be of great interest and value to all who take part in them,

' if not, indeed, to the whole circle of Canadian and American Entomologists.
At the informal meeting at Dubuque, in August last, one subject was specially brought 

forward for discussion, which I cannot forbear alluding to more particularly here, especially 
as it may justly be considered the great question of the day in the Entomological world. I 
refer to the subject of the Specific and Generic Nomenclature of Insects, lor some few 
years past indications have not been wanting of a growing inclination amongst the mass of 
Entomologists to resist the efforts made by some few able and distinguished writers to impose, 
year after year, new sets of names upon our common insects. This has been done partly by 
the revival of the long-forgotten names published at the close of the last century, or the 
beginning of the present one ; and partly by the perpetual formation of new genera, and the 
re-distribution of species. The ability of the writers and the good work they have done in 
other respects, have caused these annoying changes to be acquiesced in for the most part, 
even though the object in view appeared to be rather the exhibition of their powers of re
search among antiquated tomes, or the supposed immortalization of themselves by tjje attach
ment of their own names to those of our familiar insects. I do not say that these men were 
actuated entirely by such motives, but assuredly one can hardly be accused of ill-natured 
criticism in ascribing much of the work to such causes. All must admit, I- think, that 
nomenclature is but a means to an end, and that end is surely best attained by the preserva
tion of all names that have been in universal acceptation for a period of years, and that can
not be set aside without disturbing the cabinets of every Entomologist in the land.

Matters in this respect have been brought to a climax by the recent publication of Mr. 
Scudder’s “ Systematic Revision of some of the North American Butterflies. ” I esteem Mr. 
Scudder so highly as a friend, and value so greatly the good scientific work that he has done,
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Î" ‘J! ?r exceedingly to say a single word against anything that he may put forth 
His projected revision however, is so sweeping and so revolutionary that I cannot for'
S th.tTk' 8°T r,emïrkS Up0° I1' 1 know that his scientific labours lire perfectly unselfish
and that he is entirely destitute of any of the conceit that I have just now referred^ • I feel
Xré îhe h 18actuated °nly by the desire to benefit the science: yet I do deeply de
plore the mode that he has adopted, and am convinced that if his views are pressed a^erv 
great obstacle will be thrown in the way of the advancement and popularization of this de7
fhfm.hWN U/r 11 lst07' ,Wo all> 1 am sure, look forward with eager anticipation to

;.,,drSurr^^

genera, 42 are entirely new, and 39 others are obsolete names of Hubner and others that * 
have never been generally adopted ; there are thus 15 familiar generic names left but of these 
several are transferred from their present position to entirely different grZs of srnies for
handedenvehretnTt° °f 18 l:em.oved from *be genus of « Swallow-tailedVtterflies ’’’and 
handed over to the sole use of the insect at present known as Vanessa antirna / Further 
among the 96 genera, there are no less than 45 that include but a single species apiece • and 
among the 228 species there are only 16 left with their present names uncTanged^ The^e fiV 
ures are surely quite enough to show that I have not misapplied the terms “ sweeping ” “ revolS 
ttonary,’’and “ radical ’ as characterizing this work of revision. I would then^mo^t earnest!^ 
entreat Mr. ccudder, for the sake of the science itself, to reconsider his projected changes — 
to discard all antiquated names in favour of those that have been for years in general acc’ep-

d" 0„h,t= «Jî -f r8en™to,*;™-" - ,,u'"b"“ ~S57,"E:it he d. es not if he persists in his revision, I fear that his great work—most valuable as it 
rord'in?o°U\b ed -y bep" ? °,ther aspects—will introduce more confusion, trouble and dis
avowed in noTther rno3°m0 0g-li an 8 ge,nerati°n C8n ^et rid of- If these difficulties can be 
avoided in no other mode, it will remain for us all to unite together and agree to ignore all
old forgotten names that may be brought forward, and retain all remaining of familial species 
until a general settlement of the question can be satisfactorily arrived at " P

fore hasten to a \ ÏT D<T .comPlet?1y exhausted your patience ; I shall there-meetin J our sLit h f “ ^ .,et me remind you that, since our last annual

o,

izz toft'i'rsTza"7 of,he ****• "« h*d ^ »*.> m.
Scie“tyd 017 C CagUe8’ WUh eVery Wi8h for the continued success and prosperity of your

I have the honour to be, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant, 

Charles J. 8. Bethunf.Trinity College School, Port Hope, 
September, 18Ÿ2.

The London Branch.

The following officers were elected for 1872

I Secretary- 
I Curator.

President................
Vice-President ....

B. Reed, 
M. Denton,

Treasurer....... Mr. H. B< ck,
..........................Mr. Joseph William*.IL
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The Branch numbers some 50 members
Since the establishment of the head quarters of the Parent Society, weekly meetings 

held every Monday evening, at the Society’s Rooms, on the corner of Dundas and Clarence 
Streets ; and every effort is made to increase the interest felt in the Society's work.

The Monthly Business Meetings are also kept up, and fairly attended.
The Cabinet belonging to the Branch is being gradually arranged, and the various orders 

are now well represented both by Canadian and Foreign Specimens.
A resolution was passed at the annual meeting, That a local collection of Insects should 

be made of specimens obtained within walking distance of the city.
It was also resolved that Books should be received in the Library 

means being taken forlheir safe keeping.
Prizes were taken by the members of the Branch at the Western Fair held in October, 

the proceeds of which were devoted by the recipients to the general work of the London 
Branch.
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It is in contemplation tc establish a small Museum of*Natural History Specimens in 
oonneetion with the Branch.
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lu- The Officers for 1872 were:—

President.................Prof. N. F. Dupuis, Secretary-Treasurer.
Vice-President........Mr. B. H. Collins, Juu.
It numbers about 20 members.
Meetings have been regularly held during the year.

Additions to the Library.

tiy Mr. R. V. Rogers,
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3 Volumes.Drury’s Exotic Entomology, 4to..........................................................
British Beetles : by Janson. 1863.................................................
Farm Insects : by J. Curtis..................................................................
British Moths : by E. Newman.........................................................
Agassiz’s Lake Superior. 1850 ..........................................................
Transactions of American Entomological Society, vols. 1-2 ......
Illustrations of British Entomology : by J. Stephens...................
Histoire Generale des Lepidoteres de l’Amérique Septentrionale :

Boisduval et M. Le Conte. Paris, 1833...................................
Newman’s History of Insects : 1841 ..............................................
Fitch’s Reports on Noxious Insects in State of New York. 1-2
Packard’s Guide to the Study of Insects..........................................
Entomological Correspondence: Harris ..........................................
The American Naturalist: 1-5..................................................... ...
The Canadian Journal, vol 3, O. S. ; vols. 1-6, N. S....................
Systems Naturae : Linnaeus. 1756.................................................
The Canadian Naturalist : Gosse.............................. ........................
Life of North American Insects : Jaeger.........................................
Stainton’s Manual of British Butterflies and Moths....................
Hind’s Essay on Wheat Insects...........................................................
Stephen's Manual of British Beetles’: 1839 ..................................
The Entomologist’s Weekly Intelligencer........................................
Insects At Home: by Rev. J. C. Wood. 1872 .............................
Reports of Commissioner of Agriculture and Arts, Ontario. 1870-1
Worcester’s English Dictionary, Library edition......................................
Geological Survey of Canada, 1853-56......................................................
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Geology of Canada. 1866.
« «r. , . . _ „ Atlas. 1863

Geological Survey of Indiana. 1869 ....
“ “ Maps

Transactions of Indiana State Horticultural Society

I

. 1870

Books Lent on Deposit.

By Joseph Williams—
The Canadian Naturalist and Geologist ; O. S., 1-5

Binney’s Mollusks. vols. 1-4......
Br E. B. Reed—

Noel Humphrey’s British Butterflies 
Elements of Entomology : bv Dallas
Origin of Species: by C. Darwin................
A Naturalist’s Voyage Round the World : "by do 

Animals and Plants under Domestication: by do 
Siebald on True Parthenogenesis J
Variation of Species : by V. Wollaston.................
the Naturalists’Note Book 1868 
The Naturalists’ Library : (Jardine)." Insecte.';:.'
1 tie Entomologists Annual, 1856, 1860-1 
V oleman’s British Butterflies 
The Insect Hunter * : by Newman

N. S., 1-8
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PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

INTRODUOTO R Y.
X

It has been a source of no small gratification to the writers of these Reports to receive 
so many kind expressions of appreciation of their labours. The favourable notices too, that 
have appeared in many English and American publications, affofrd them much encouragement 
in the pursuit of their Entomological labours, to which they regret they are unable to de 
vote more than a small proportion of their time : each of them being necessarily engaged in 
other deeply engrossing pursuits, and having but little leisure at his command. The writers 
would again remind their readers that they are responsible only for their individual portions 
of the Report.

\
London, Ont., November, 1872.

E. B. Reid.
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No. 17. THE ROSE BEETLE (Macrodadylus Subspinosvsfpab).

'j’his insect commonly known as the Rose-bug, which for some years past has been re

hl°8^’ ^eta^
riinlm thl C »d ’ b,Ut .tbe number was small in comparison to those found on the

2» ttsajcftASit* ,h*?—•“ -«—.i»«. “ £
£te«3E Ss*r i “e. >r »f a-*. *■ - ... ”71224 ,Lin; j „ g their destruction. In his first annual rèport on the “ Noxious Insects of
lies Hi' ’-P ®C, be 8a^8 “ *n Part*c«lar seasons, as is well known, and in particular locali 
Ijesth.s insect occurs,n prodigious swarms, and gathers upon g^apevineTsTiTtoSn

. ™?8 ent*re>y °( ti*61*1 leaves. The only known remedy that is practically available1*
TraSX fm°fftheVlne8andl£ill,them’ Md of «ourse if w/can inl^ them to conÎn

them aDd kaVe the re8t al0De’ the ,ab0Ur °f de8‘W
treat^umSr Îf B»»* done' There » concurrent evidence from a
«ted “Ses anfwm LT/r68’ .V^ ®T'bug Prcfers Clinton to all other culti-

Z tl n j p 1 gatber uP°n that and leave the others unmolested.

ratr=-- >“

‘l

1
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No. 17. The Rose beetle, Mncrodaclyl 
subspinosus, Fab.

18. The Achemon Sphinx, Philamptlus 
achemon, Drury.

No. 19. The Abbot Sphinx, Thyreus 
Abbotii, Swainson.

The Grape Seed Insect, 
Isosoma vitis Saunders.

20. A Cut-worm, Agrotis—i

us
\

ADDENDA TO REPORTS FOR 18f0-71.

BY W. SAUNDERS, LONDON, ONTARIO.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE.

I0j

Fig. 1.i i
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In Figure 1, we have a representation of the perfect Beetle. It is called the 
Rose-bug on account of its appearing annually at the time of the blossoming of the 
rose, and of its having been first noticed as injurious to that flower. The body of this 
beetle measures a little more than one-third of an inch in length ; it is slender in 
form and tapers a little towards each extremity. Its colour is dull yellowish when 
fresh, arising from its being covered with a greyish yellow down or bloom; and ils 

long sprawling legs are of a dull pale reddish hue, with the joints of the feet tipped with 
black, the feet are also armed with very long claws. The down on its body is easily rubbed 
off, and when this is done there is quite a change in the appearance of the insect, the head, 
thorax, and the under side of the body becoming of a shining black. The following excel
lent account of its history is given by Dr. Harris.

The unexpected arrival of these insects in swarms, at their first coming, and their sud
den disappearance at the close of their career, are remarkable facts in their history. They 
come forth from the ground during the second week in June, or about the time of the blos
soming of the damask rose, and remain from thirty to forty days. At the end of this period 
the males become exhausted, fall to the ground and perish, while the females enter the earth, 
lay their eggs, return to the surface, and after lingering a few days die also.”

“The eggs laid by each female are about thirty in number, and are deposited from 
to four inches beneath the surface of the soil ; they are nearly globular, whitish, and about 
one-thirtieth of an inch in diameter, and are hatched twenty days after they are laid. The 
young larvae begin to feed on such tender roots as are within their reach ; and when not eat
ing they lie upon the side, with the body curved so that the head and tail are nearly in 
contact ; they move with difficulty on a level surface, and are continually falling over on 
one side or the other. They attain their full size in the autumn, being then nearly three- 
quarters of an inch long, and about an eighth of an inch in diameter. They are of a yel
lowish white colour, with a tinge of blue’towards the hinder extremity, which is thick and 
obtuse, and rounded ; a few short hairs are scattered on the surface of the body ; there are 
six short legs, namely, a pair to each of the first three rings behind the head, and the latter 
is covered with a horny shell of a pale rust colour. In October they descend below the reach 
of frost, and pass the winter in a torpid state. In the spring they approach towards the 
face and each one forms for itself a little cell of an oval shape by turning round a great many 
times, so as to compress the earth and render the inside <;f the cavity hard and smooth. 
Within this cell the grub is transformed to à pupa during the month of May by casting of it* 
skin, which is pushed forward in folds from the head to the tail. The pupa has somewhat 
the form of the perfect beetle ; but it is of a yellowish white colour, and its short stump
like wings, its antennæ and its legs are folded upon the breast : and its whole body is 
closed in a thin film that wraps each part separately. During the month of June this filmy 
skin is rent, the included beetle withdraws its body and its limbs, bursts open its earthen 
cell, and digs its way to the surface of the ground. Thus the various changes, from the egg 
to the full development of the perfect beetle, are completed within the space of one year.”

Although these insects have many natural foes, such as carnivorous ground beetles, 
dragon flies, toads, insectivorous birds, domestio fowls, &c., yet they often need the inter
vening hand of man to keep them within due bounds. The best means of disposing of them 
is to jar them from the vines on which they are resting with a tudden and violent jar, to 
sheets spread below to receive them. They are naturally sluggish, and do not fly readily, 
and are fond of congregating in masses on the foliage they are consuming ; and hence, in the 
mi ming, hi fore the-day becomes warm, they can be easily shaken from their resting place*, 
and disposed of, either by burning them, or by throwing them into scalding water.

No. 18. THE ACHEMON SPHINX. (PhiUmpdm Achemtm, Drury.)

Fig. l.
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0aterP,11.a/ fth,s T0168 f8ee fio'ure 2) » a formidable looking creature, measuring 
m°Tn’ lf at rest’ abo.ut three inches, and, when crawling, about three and a half 

t tnrnnnï y,°U”g’ -f thl® larva feeds ®ln81y. il does not attract much attention, but as 
i r.hAratUmy’ ? ?n8Umcs 10 a 8l,ort tlme- large quantities of loaves, rendering Ion»

feeds on the Ami'-e ^ W*"-, 11 ia usua11^ “*et with of full size lutein August, D 
fül! onjthe Amencan^iyy (Ampelopsisqumque folia) as well as on the grape vine. The fol-

Sllsstissasr4- h”‘ *" m.;.

that all ma; 
makes it so

We hi 
moth, whic 
readers wil

■ . The Wat segment in the body of the larva is the third behind the head ; the second
head and Le8i8IZC’ ^ the ÛKt ’ :ind' when at rest, it usually withdraws the
head and the two next segments within the third, as shown in the figure. This caterpillar
ri"nJfromhtî,A S"1 ?! y°UDg’ h Î® USU!illy "reen, with a long slender reddish horn,
échoir U ‘ ‘“k'016? but one- and curving backwards. When full grown, the general
recurved W„>t!*eaJ?rem’ bu‘"?ore frequently a pale straw, or reddish brown, and the long
RtrTw mlm^ nh ,1dj‘-RilPkCarCd’ ?8 p aC° belng 0CCUP‘ed by a polished tubercle. The pale 
straw colour, or reddish brown deepens at the sides, and finally merges into a rich brown
S !,: 0f bro,wn ?n8 along the back, and another unbroken, "with its upper edge fa*
sKd Æ dC 8 a 0Dg, each.8‘de'. lt has six scalloped cream coloured spots on each

.hifeT/^Tjjair si™,L7br.rod brei,b“6 ioto “

Fio. 5.

4

When full grown, and about to transform to a 
chrysalis, the colour of the worm often changes 
to that of a beautiful pink or crimson. It then

------- - descends to the ground, and burrows under
smooth cavifv Tho v , - n ,nea?> a”d undergoes its change there within a
rZrklT y' • ,, Chrralls <8ec fig 3) is of a dark shining mahogany brown colour 
roughened, especially on the anterior edge of the segments in the back. * ’

Fio. 4.
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that all may be able to recognize it. Should it at any time prove troublesome, its large size 
makes it so conspicuous, that it might be easily controlled by hand picking.

'-V- ‘ C ftir Ot/t

No. 19. THE ABBOT SPHINX. Abbotti, Swainson.)

We have never yet met with the larva of this insect, but have seen specimens of the 
moth, which were captured in the neighbourhood of HamiltQpt Ont. Doubtless, some of our 
readers will have ineF with it. Figure “5'TEews'bôthlarva and moth. The following

description of this species occurs in Mr. 
Riley's second report, already alluded 
to, which we shall take the liberty of 
copying :—

Fio. 5.

“ This is another of the large grape 
feeding insects occurring on the culti
vated and in dig: mus vines, and on the 
Virginia Creeper, and having, in a full 
grown larva state, a polished tubercle, 
instead of a horn at the tail. Its habitat 
is given by Dr. Clemens as New York, 
Pennsylvania, Georgia, Massachusetts, 
and Ohio ; but, though not so common 
as the Sphinx moths previously described, 
yet it is often met with both in Illinois 
and Missouri. The larva, which is repre
sented . in the upper part of figure 5, 

varies considerably in appearance, indeed, the ground colour seems to depend in a measure 
on the sex, for Dr. Morris describes this larva as reddish brown, with numerous patches of 
light green, and expressly states that the female is of a uniform reddish-brown, with an inter
rupted dark brown dorsal line, and transverse striae. I have reared two individuals, which 
came to their growth about the last of July, at which time they were both without a vestige 
of green. The ground colour was dirty yellowish, especially at the sides. Each segment 
was marked transversely with six or seven slightly impressed fine black lines, and longitudi
nally with wider non-impressed dark brown patches, alternating with each other, and giving 
the worm a checkered appearance. These patches become more dense along the subdorsal 
region, where they form two irregular dark lines, which, on the thoracic segments, become 
single, with a similar line between them. There was also a dark stigmatal line, with a 
lighter shade above it, and a dark stripe running obliquely downwards from the posterior to 
the anterior portb n of each segment, 'l he belly was yellow, with a tinge of pink between 

/ the prolegs, and the shiny tubercle at the tail was blacl. with a yellowish ring around the 
base. The head, which is characteristically marked, anu by whiqfi this worm can always be 
distinguished from its allies—no matter what the ground colour of the body may be—is 
slightly roughened and dark, with a lighter broad band on each side, and a central mark down 
the middle, which often takes the form of an x. This worm does not assume the common 
sphinx attitude of holding up the head, but rests stretched at full length ; though, if dis
turbed, it will throw its head from side to side, thereby producing a crepitating noise.”

“ The chrysalis is formed in a superficial cell on the ground ; its surface is black and 
roughened by confluent punctures, but, between the joints, it is smooth, and inclines to 
brown ; the head case is broad and rounded, and the tongue case is level with the breast ; the 
tail terminates in a rough flattened wedge-shaped point, which gives out two extremely small 
thorns from the end.”

moth appears in the following March or April, there being but 
year. It is of a dull chocolate or greyish brown colour, the front wings becoming lighter 
beyond the middle, and being variegated with dark brown, as in the figure. The hind wings 
are sulphur-yellow, with a broad dark brown border, breaking into a series of short lines, on 
a flesh-coloured ground, near the body. The wings are deeply scalloped, especially the front 
ones, and the body is furnished with lateral tufts When at rest, the abdomen is curiously 
curved up in the air.”

Should this worm at any time become sufficiently numerous to prove destructive—
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preceding species,darnel}* hmdpfclkiij* SUgge8t * ^Cttor remed7 tha° that given f»r the

*ÎO'P‘XlfïKl'>n 

(hmmâ Vitis, Saunders.)
^870 lias not, as far as w“hm7bsnTSS^1 ti"■*m^32,°!i®^^|1&toni<,1<^^ Society for 

Canada during the past year. It seems however to h» * , the ^aPe t0 ™7 citent in
W î1? R?P.Pos®d ' During the latter part of August wctneT® distributod than
Iowa, and while there paid a visit to th« . "u ’ we, 8Pent a few days at Dubuoue quantities of a species of wild™ wWoh ™ thcr° wer< offered for «1C
^ancWsh,0hfWerr? told’ was “"caused for wine^makT “(S** ®ar.ly perviod in tho reason, 
grapes we found a large proportion inhabited by th™ larv* „?*),• P?“mg the 8eeds °r these

F,a- «• grub. See figure 6 where iti. °f th'8 ,n8eot< « small, fat white
the little creature of the natural siTfo “ “'^nified An outline of

,,,,,,,,,,,,,tlme were more than two-thirds crown " ^W’ Th® ,arvto at ‘hat

lh ll“fro"whkb “■ -* 'ttss-gs »

the grape seed insect.
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE STRAWBERRY.iety for 
[tent in 
3(1 than 
ibuque, 
e Urge 
season, 
f these 

white 
line of 
at that

By W. Saunders, London, Ont. •

1. The Strawberry Root or Crown Borer
(Amrsia lineatella, Zeller).

2. The White Grub (Lachnosterna quercina,
Knoch).

3. A Strawberry Leaf-Roller (Anchylnpera
frag aria, Riley).

4. A second Strawberry Leaf-Roller (Ezar-
tema permundana, Clemens).

5- A third Strawberry Leaf-Roller (Loxotœ- 
nia fragariana, Packard).

6. Other Strawberry Leaf-Rollers.
7. A Cut Worm (A gratis).
8. The Measuring Worm (Angertn«

crocaotaria).
9. The Smeared Dagger (A crony eta oblinka,

Sm. & Abb.).
10. The Strawberry False Worm (Enphgtm

maculatus, Norton).
11. Osmia Canadensis, Cresson.
12. A Strawberry Bug (Corimelaena-----1)

ort for 
tppear- 
trating

Z

;

... Fortunately, there are not many insects injurious to this useful and now extensively 
cultivated fruit. It has, however, several special foes, which have in some localities at 
times proved troublesome, and there are a few other general feeding insects, which take 
o strawberry, if it lie in their path, as readily as they will to any other green thing they 

may meet with. Still, in any case, the strawberry grower must not look upon insects as 
an unmixed evil, admitting of no toleration, for he would find it very difficult indeed U 
sacure a good crop without their aid. In some varieties of strawberries, the flowers are 
more or less imperfect, the male organs being more fully developed in some, the female 
organs in others, so that fertilization can rarely take place, excepting through the agency 
of insecte, who visit flower after flower, and carry and scatter the fertilizing pollen with 

iem wherever they go ; and even with the perfect flowers their presence and unconscious 
labour is required to ensure a liberal crop of well formed fruit

■d/
srnel I
way

the AFFECTING THE ROOT.

The Strawberry Root or Crown Borer (Anarsia lineatella, Seller).
8 Of
‘SW-

This is a very troublesome insect where it occurs plentifully, and takes a liking to 
the strawberry ; but, happily, this is not often the case. We have never seen it affecting

few specimens. During 1868 and 1869, they played sad havoTmth his plants, destroying 
a large proportion of them. We believe they have been less troublesome since. The 
borer is a small grub or caterpillar, nearly half-an inch long, and of a reddish colour, which 
eats irregular channels in various directions, through the crown and larger roots of the 
shoots CaU8mg lt ®lther to Wlther and die. or else to send up weakened and almost barren
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i^^âssttsfiarjss at 2“ °fTh*.^ ,m°"th’ ™d « <i»-t b™»» fi „„ Æi5r ku”’ d*rk" »
j~ « th, ÜZd a°L*riSi' pi1 Wh, into toll
homy-looking, and similar in colour to head OnS°n °f Se,COnd se8ment smooth *_ 
dots yellowish on the anterior segments—or ' ®afc.h segment are a jew shining reddish 
which arises a single, very fine, short, yellowish hS tube[cles- from each of
power. These dots are arranged in imperfect rows ? S*b ® W,thout a magnifying
:dtr,„., to8„e„, „dg, „ts:

d«r «.gmento'wTthTfcw .hi ng wMutt,to"th "™“'™S™ntiy reddish on >he hin- 
...Ifthse—to, being tatÜ *“!»?‘5» f■' ,««*■ «W.nUh and

r”,,t,r fH, ,$r.

«?â.pX0' “t"hm“l srrssttK
beds badly infested—bdJS.’SJSt*1 desfaSîïd8 bVthi B‘Sh?P’ f™1 found his strawberry 
be presently described. We believe therepes> ,a!ong Wlth a leaf-roller, to 
That which we call the first brood is the one in° °f,t lls borer during the year.

ftSJEsa rôrsEBFp^5
moderate-sized soft silky case, which when one, o^' Most °f the cavities contained a 
these cases had served as a place’ of retroi, i ’. aPPeared nearly full of exuviæ. 
found at this date had eaten their way to the imLr 7™^' Most of the larva.-

as Mr. Bishop had discovered Z/CrL ï*1 was “ the cavity of a root. As soon 
caution, refused to sell anymore plans unUHhTinsect °f thls P?st-,he- ™th commendable 
the evil. He is of opinion that the in=ë, h lnfc‘,wa« subdued, for fear of spreading 
States, with some plants of the Hooke? strawWr ° ^7 from. 8ome Part of thePUnite! 
tamed, that he first noticed the insSworkTng ^’ ** *“ “ a patch of these> *° ob-

the «ver, and were examined on

2S°,KX:^
moving itself briskly about whenever touched ’ 6 1&rVa seemed quite active

torniin.l joint g,«y: L*, wfÆ wTSSST'^ «•>1» — ;brow,. h„ & imud Sts;,, bAr:.”« skiæ js
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nervure, ^Tw^^r °" tIle median
Hind wings fuscous-grey; cilia grey, tinted witli yellowish/’ g 5 la fuacous-grey.
°fthe Plum- Its l^a^is6black,"body Urdform0reddhih^brown*1 with ^ °" th® Hmbs

turned-up portion of the old bark of the trunk °Th 8Peclm«n. had secreted itself under a 
tail of the pupæ is attached to a little button of sdk •'C°C°0n 18 exceedm81y slight, and the
the coaL^tn^cKt^SÜÏ^^t^^^r- ^ ^ntion to 

He also observes that, in some specimens of The nmth The^X^® T"1Ute «ranulations. 
obsolete. Mr. Riley has bred this moth from krv® k • da,k nia,rks are ll,ore or less 
remarks that “the larva when vonm, !, If bor\n« ,nt0 tender peach twigs, andeach joint with a crimson band superfôrlyPnarrow o/ttt h®ad’ • 'h® bod-v bei"g yellow, 
divided transversely by a fine paleTne on’the feeT " Mr JPetiTofO “<l ^ and 
bred it from the twigs of the peach and it 1,™ j • ’ J',"ettlt’> of Grimsby, Ont., has
Professor Townend Glover, of the Department o/aTîTw* tWJs',T°' in E"rope ; and 
feeding on the buds of the peach. P * ° A=nculture, Washington, has found it 

. s>nce this moth is found in E 
an imported insect, and 
been recorded

1

as injurious ^ ^ M

sss sïUiiC“ E"Æ"FLhE ~grievous pest to the strawberry grower. ‘ b e genera1’ u woulJ prove a most
some larva sent toMr.‘’mi'ev^severd'heTavTc n n°t,witho!lt its enemics. Among 

friends have been doing muchVn the past aKroTmT* Pa“s : probably these tiny 
Nature’s operations, although often silent ’are usually sure"8 ^lUch,1to llmit tileir increase, 
treme heat may also affect them. Man càn doTitSn T P°“lbly severe colJ or «- 
his strawberry roots and burns them. U this J "stance, unless he digs up

W HITE Grub {Luhbhrm quercim, Knoch).

one

i

2. The

loudly complained of^BotlTfa the larvaUnd^rf^^dV q"erC‘m' Knoch~w often 
structive : now and then the eroimd in ■ pe ect conditions, it is at times very de-

a. is™ L"dX^r“t;s;/irates the full-grown grub; 1 fhT chry^
and d and 4 the perfect beetle. Everyone 
must be familiar with the May-beetle or 
ifaTiTn 68.*1 is 8°metimes called—a buzz- 
fliSkl>®C i0 H[lth “ raPid> but wild and erratic 
flight, which comes thumping against the 
windows of lighted rooms at night, in May 
and early in June; and where the windows 
are open it dashes in without a moment’s 
consideration, bumping itself against walls
flnlCl!.m„g8’6UE°na,1y dipping to the 

• , , suddenly rising again, it i
umes lands unexpectedly against one’s face
jf T ’ 7 lt may be on one’8 head, where 

, — :T8hafp claws 8et «"tangled in the hair, and

■—V*"it,„hlt„qa«xriï
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tAnlt!'°''f, |ll0usa':ds °[tlle„se summer-evening tormentors are yearly, yea, nightly, trodden 
o :fc 'luring their brief season, yet thousands of others rise to supply their places and

injured m this way ; indeed, these beetles are not at all particular as to what they eat— 
ifin0theirway0mbardy P°Par’ and many °thcr kill(,s of trees-are Jllst as readily attacked,

rn, FAaTr {n ’{"K18,66' co"tains an excellent article on this subject, by
our esteemed friend, Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, Port Hope, with details of the habits and 
history otthis insect, which we cannot do better than re-produce : —

“A friend in Cobourg has recently mentioned to us, that his strawberries have been 
very much injured by a large white grub which attacks the roots, and thus destroys at
once the v^tahty of the plants, from his description of the marauder, we have no doubt 
that it is the larva of the common May-beetle or Cockchafer-Lachnoderna Quncina, Knoch

nvprtl!8 S° abunda,ltjustu°w' In the western part of Cobourg, and, indeed, almost 
Ml over the neighbourhood, these beetles may be seen on any fine evening, in perfect 
myiiads flying about the trees, the leaves of which they devour in this stage of their

the beetli 
at this si 
pupa cast 
appear w 

Rerru 
nature ha 
as the crc 
following 
pigs eat t 
for them, 
delight. 
manifests 
manner fr 
beetles, as 
throwing

tive insects, the devastations of each individual are not confined to a single year but it
Zp "h68! STv yT the 6,rub state' and> final’y. changes early in the spring into a 
dark chestnut brown beetle, nearly an inch long, with rather long legs, and its breast 
coveud with yellowish hairs. It flies about at night with a loud buzzing noise, and in a 
most clumsy manner, as if it had very little control over its movements, to the great 
discomfort and perturbation of nervous persons, especially when attracted into houses, 

it often is, by the light. Its period of flight is usually limited to the months of 
May and June, though it is sometimes met with a little later in the season. The 
grubs are very commonly dug up, »>arly in the spring, in gardens, in various stages 
of maturity ; the plough, too, bnngs many more to the light of day. It is hardlv
necessary, we suppose, to tell our readers that in such cases they should be destroyed 
at once and without mercy, by treading under foot. The perfect insects may be 
collected and put an end to, by shaking them from the trees they infest, into a cloth 
spread beneath for their reception, and then throwing them into boiling water ; the 
specimens thus cooked will be readily eaten by pigs, which, in fact, root up and devour 
multitudes of the grubs without waiting for any previous culinary operations. The 
best time to shake them from the trees is early in 'lie moi.:’«rr when they become 
sluggish and stationary, their flight being confined to tne" houfs of darkness.”

1 he larva of this May-bug does not by any means confine its attention to strawberry 
roots, but devours potatoes, corn and other vegetables, also the roots of grass, and this to 
such an extent that at times meadows are utterly ruined by them, so that the turf may be 
turned up like a carpet, so utterly are the roots consumed.

After the pairing of the sexes, the males soon die, while the females burrow into the 
ground some six inches or more, where they deposit their eggs from fifty to a hundred in 
number, after which they come out again from the earth, but their mission having now 
been accomplished, they soon die. The eggs soon hatch into white grubs, which begin 
at once to feed on the roots of any plants within their reach. During the summer, 
they burrow about and feed not far from the surface ; but as winter approaches, they 
dive deeper into the soil, below the reach of frost, where they remain torpid until spring. 
At the close of the third summer, they cease feeding, and bury themselves sometimes 
two feet deep in the earth, and there, in an oval cavity, formed by the motions of the 
larva from side to side, the change to chrysalis takes place, the beetle digging its way 
through and appearing at the surface in due season. Sometimes the transformation to
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£»iK"£S:r«iX,TJh‘?r,frd f~h ■»-—Pupa case. Such perfect insecte secrete themS , but htel7 fBrilPed from the 
appear with the rest of tl.eir Troop in spring 8 U“der gr°UDd durmg ™ter, and

rr i ,hi ^as the crow and common fowl, eat thenTZedi v b0Und8' Some birds- ®»ch
following the track of the plough in search of tLZ iZ the Cr°7 may often be seen 
pigs eat them with avidity, and'’will root »i„, „ ° 1?ICe morsela- Aa already stated
for them, and no doubt many other insect eating anlmaU "ir* f10,roughly in their 8e»rch 
delight. These grubs are also liable in s^me ,wte to he In fS “T with
manifeste itself in the development of a fungous growthwhichf a Pillar disease, which 
manner from about the head, and the result is the death ^ ?P °“ts out ln a curious 
beetles, as already stated, may be best destroyed by If h®,lnsect. 80 occupied. The 
throwing them into scalding waiter. J y shaking them from the trees and

Affecting the Leaves.

Strawberry-Leaf Roller (Anchylopera fragaria, Riley.)

t-Æ.att»“XXXlX"KSI. Ï” Yni1daM™'“■«■ .t-.-b.n-,

b*.® found very tTO„bta“ ‘b» -, Ilb» 
all probability it occurs in Canada also Tn tl l r 8j t?* ^°r S5vera years past, and in Recount is given of a W-SîT Î.3 bvtbSf’JZT'J'?

p? XSXSftXS X't£ï '
for January, 1869 : 8 Mt880'in’ Published in the American Entomologist

8. A

X&XXïltnTZLî»r it“ .« ^ - «colour it varies from a very light yellowish brown^n lgbtly to"arda the hinder ones. In 

body soft and somewhat semi-transparent. Its head °F W‘th a
colour, with a dark eye-spot on each side Th« Ji f 8hlning yellowish brown

the fold with silk. There are two broods^urinTtht ** moat,U8l‘Hlly lules the inside of 
brooil, which appear during the month of June eh and tbe worms of the first
up leaf, and become moths during the fore part’of July6 ° ^ PUP'1 ***** within the roll6d
spotted^ith black* and'whi te ^the hind^wings aLTaM^ br0wn- the latter streaked and 

spread measure nearly half an inch across 8 After l?“en are ,luaky. The wings when 
on the plants, from which eggs in due time the kr pamng the females deposit their eggs
come to their growth towards the end of Septembe^ÏÎTh SeC-°nd br0od of W0rni8. which 
in that state. ptember, and changmg to pupae pass the winter

In the accompanying figure 9, drawn from 
nature by Mr Riley, a represents the larva 
natural size b the head and four succeeding 
sepnents of the body,and d the terminal segment, 

11 magnified; c the moth, also enlarged, thé 
air lines at the sides showing the natural size.

Fiq. 9.
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4. A Second Strawberry Leaf-Roller (Ezartema {Tortrix) permundana, Clemens.)

fn , J!VS sPe"e8 was found in immense numbers attacking Mr. Bishop’s strawberry vines 
in 1868 and 9, along with the “crown borers ” already described. All these leaf rol e™ 
Sifthe^ f r0lll'ig “P,1!16 leaves and fastening them with silken threads, and living 
unixnanîy"^™’ but «jttle creature prefers taking the flowers, expanded and 
un xpanded and bringing them together with silken threads into a sort of ball, it feasts
de«t!ï f S".bL ftnC°' Thls I,ecu,llirity makes its attacks much more annoying and 
destructive than any mere consumption of leaves would be. It is small in size of a^reen

sarxjjberries fromThia 869, w m"8t have loat nearly half his crop of straw®
indiffe I n th , a,1?lie- ,We have fou“d this species attacking the wild strawberry 
should? loca,‘tleai and have little doubt bin that it is widely disseminated ; but why7t 
should so persistently attack the plants in one locality, and multiply so amazingly there 
whde «mparaUvely unknown in other places, we are unable to do more thin guess a?! 
possibly they may have been kept under in other localities by parasites b

=5 r £-srs STÎin,tead of p~d"‘B8 "‘°11»' i~>-

deacrSiT * Mr: C’ {or determining this species
describe'1 by Dr. Clemens in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences 
Philadelphia, for August, 1860, where the author states that “ the larvæ bind together thé 
teniimai leaves of Sp.ræa.” Hence it would appear that this insect d7es noT cmïfiîe 
itself to the strawberry as a food plant, and may possibly be quite a general feeder.

—» .°o ,t sis «“
Third Strawberry-Leaf Roller (Lozotcenia fragariana Packard.)

strawwirrndis^le^VT^.^^n £ S' Packa,d> of Salem- Mass., from the wild 
strawberry, and is described in Ins “ Guide to the Study of Insects ” The larva was
middle lonfttlneear yirLJUn^Ln f°1<ls °f the loaves ; the moth appearing about the
•xinded eXtentr f ^ ^ 7'7 ^ and »•««! when its wings am
and with a l”, * • ? an inch. Its fore wings are red, darker on the outer half,

t .la ge,1aTlar Wa!te 8|,0t near the middle of the front edge ; the outer edge
and l^ rb llUll0We' 0Ut’ T ,e ,outer ed«fi of the wing is pale especially in the middle 
this Ï Te COrr1aS t le head and tll0rax ; the hind wings and abdomen are of é

£2. S„rgi7Zhn^.tiLhiSL2 “ tb“ -hi* «»» »
6. Other Strawberry Leaf-Rollers.
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Fio. 10.
Several other species have been observed by us 

affecting the strawberry, all of them green, with pale or 
dark brown heads, and more or less semi-transparent 
bodies, sometimes tinged in parts with yellowish. One of 
these, the oblique banded leaf roller Lozontœnia rosaceana, 
Harris is a very general feeder, and has been already 
referred to in the reports of the Entomological Society 
of Ontario for 1870 and 1871, and to these the reader is 
referred fer its full history. We shall, however, repro
duce the figures relating to this insect, as they will serve 
somewhat to illustrate all the leaf-rollers spoken of, since
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they have more or less of a family resemblance in all 
their different stages. Fig. 10 shows the caterpillar and 
chrysalis, and Fig. 11 the perfect moth, with its wings 
expanded as well as folded. 6

The life history of the other leaf-rollers referred to 
above has not yet been fully worked out, and as they 
have not thus far attracted much attention,

Fro. 11. 1
we passthem over with this brief notice.

lleneJm. Since all these leaf-rollers feed on the foliage and come out of their hiding

with advantage, as the curled leaves are easily seen. g 7 P ““

A Cut-worm (Agrotk).

it i, “nlnterrupted night after night ; the perplexed fruit growers not knowing why

"'d ,,tb emJ re’U“*' “ m*n, “ 1806 haï,"k' b“> “W
„ /iThe,lr ma,iner of.life pay be thus described. The moths from which the worms are 
nos,dtUtbeiraPPear 0ntn16 Wlng.dunng the mo,,th of Au8ust- and soon after pair, and de- 
nrnhj v Ï tggu 011 ¥T'd °r°nJ8°me plant or otller 8ubstance near the ground ; they 
probably hatch in the fall, and feed for a time on the leaves of grass and other plants

:ne‘brdrd\rd after attaming bl,t asma11 measure of their growth, they burrow into 
«nrim, rlv- d ^ re,ma111 “ a tol'Pld state during the winter ; but the warmth of 
pring revives them and soon they are abroad and active. During the first few weeks

m * ie 1t.h.ey.ar° 8tl'1 the quantity of food they consume is not sufficient to attract 
*^ehfi«teÜÎJt0n \ but .a8 they approach nearer maturity, that is about the time when the 
îh! ^ ( P VUt the!r Z'Zfohage’the quantity of food they consume is enormous. In
Ïo,md Zl t *ey T t0 'Zb y SeCU,îe trora harm> by burrowing a short distance under-

ysa 5ISlÿJSÎ
the limbs almost bare, and before the light of another dav dawns they retreat to tli 
places and rest in quiet. When full grown they burrow deeper into the earth ________
the mothfare ,Z Tf f chamber, in which they change to chrysalis, and from which 
the motl s are produced early in the autumn to continue the race.
in J»"t'f!,m6tanC,e the,8e caterpillars took a decided liking for the strawberry vines, and

foli Zd I *116 ra0Bt,V1ëÜa'rt 8,earcl) forthem day after day and night after night, they de- ated a large patch of the vines to such an extent that they were utterly ruined. 
Nearly all through the month of June they literally swarmed and scarcely a night passed
£S™îr*blerfrr bf'61",1?11'™' i‘wui.u,i„th.m,A;K
received a package of the larvae from Mr. Mountjoy, and from which the followin', des
cription was taken on the second of July 8 8

,Length one and a half inches, cylindrical, coiling the body up when disturbed and 
discharging a green liquid freely from the mouth when handled ’
trianü.hr I8"!8' ’ father flat- 8carcely bdobed, of a dull brownish yellow colour, with a 
£i 7Ïttg( Urrü: m fron> thf. base of the triangle being towards the mouth ; 
between the lobes the colour is of a slightly darker shade. On the upper part of each

season onthe
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lobe is a blackish dot, and two or three more 
mandibles or jaws tipped with dark brown.
ring thereklho^nvXŒiï1 H ™d semi transparent ; on the second segment or 
with dark brown. Thesis a dark Zn'nîVv ■'?£’ slightly ’’ordered behind
centre, the green colour becomin-^faintir ‘ ÀnA ,0wn t^.e mlddleof the back with a whitish 
of the body Along the sides' about "half w 1 a,lmo8t.d'saPl'f»nng on the anterior portion 
the same colour just above t“e’ sSmaaL Z 1 ,lu11 liu«- and another of
face the body is bordered with an irreirular band of tl° l'8’ W^\e C 0S® to under sur- 
dorsal or central line above is a small I u?1 °f t!le 8ilme *luc- On each side of the
w, S.igm«u WtejSS.“ r“e "

and terminal segmentT-thecolour is'dlilTvell"1 U|)por> especially on the anterior
ternal organs dfol ti, T ^iH yeHow^h with a greenish tinge, from the in-

In colour these mternifhrs ^ “nd,lef are yellowi8h and semi-transparent, 
greenish brown with the whitish li„' ,°.mew lat’ 8°me are °fa deeper shade, becoming 
back, can to 1,1 the8?> green in the band down the
greater transparency of the skin sh.iwi.i^tîie worV ndlfgtiWh-e» thcIlarv’a 18 at rest> tlle

enfmed i„ a li„k .,.1 ch.lti «Xtih’S M.2 iS ”"i “
The fore wings' atLîbrZUVreS64 a”68 ft»* an inch aad ». half across, 
uniform pale brownish crev with’a ffri spotted with grey ; the hind Mings are of a 
grey band acroÏÏKnKbehindZS Tllere iea whitish

brownish grey, and the abdomen the same coiour * the hind K” ‘ body “ da,'k

sandy soils,‘"than they are whSheïl isWie"^ "* mUch°more numerous in H8ht 

whic^^e^attracled'by Hght'm^l^be' traDned0or^no'"^^ f the

destroyed, and by inspecting a-ain at niVbt ‘T”8 |?le day- Inany maX be turned up and 
may be siill further thinned° àmlhv n,ght when they are active and busy their ranks
doubt be kept under Probably dustbio” th”8 th*8 tr<'at.m®n|; day after day, they may no
it does other leaf-feeding insects ; this niLure Is^t least Morïhy°of rtr!^™0" them “

The Measuring Worm (Artgerma crocaotaria, Guenee).
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Fig. 12. . .^V8 larva, which was described in last year’s report as 
injurious to the currant and gooseberry, has also been found 
attacking the strawberry. The caterpillar is yellowish-
green with longitudinal wliitish lines, and is about an inch

i a mlf long. The moth, see Fig. 12, varies in colour 
trom a pale to a deep yellow, with dusky tpots and dots, in 

]80.™e 6Pe«mens few, m others quite numerous, and in the 
latter case the larger ones are so arranged as to form an im-
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9. The Smeared Dagger (Acronyctaoblinita, Sm. and Abb.). 

Fig. 13. The accompanying figure illustrates this 
insect in its various stages. The larva is a 
brightly ornamented, hairy caterpillar, about 
one and a quarter inches long. Its head is 
Hat in front, rather below medium size, with 
a few yellow hairs ; its jaws are black.

The body above is of a deep velvety 
black, with a transverse row of prominences 
or tubercles on each segment, those above aie 
bright red, and set in a band of the same 
colour, extending far down on each side. 
From each tubercle there arises a tuft of 
short stiff hairs, those on the upper part of 
the body being of a red colour, while below 
they become yellowish or mixed with yellow. 
On each side of a line drawn down the centre 
of the back, is a row of bright yellow spots, 
two or more on each segment, and below 
these and close to the under surface, is a 
bright yellow band deeply indented on each 

segment, the indentations being on a line with the rows of tubercles. The spiracles or 
breathing holes are pure white, and are placed in the indented portions of the yellow 
band ; there are also a few whitish dots scattered irregularly over the surface of the 
body.

The under side is dull reddish along the middle, and brownish black along the sides; 
the feet are of a shining black, and slightly hairy, while the thick fleshy hinder legs, 
called the prolegs, are reddish tipped with brown, with a cluster of short hairs on the out
side of each.

This caterpillar is conspicuous from its beauty, and at first one can scarcely believe 
that such a handsome caterpillar could produce so plain and quiet looking a moth. Since 
this larva does not usually feed in company, but is scattered about singly, and as it is such 
a general feeder, there is no probability of its ever becoming very injurious, but its bril
liant appearance is sure to attract the attention of every beholder. We have found it 
feeding very cvtumimly on. strawberry, also on raspberry, and occasionally* on the Lom
bardy poplar. Mr. liiley has found it very common on smartweed, and a correspondent of 
his in Jefferson City, Mo., has found them very numerous on his peach trees, and has 
known them to denude both apple and willow trees.

As soon as this larva is full grown it draws together a few leaves or other loose 
material and constructs a rude case, within which it changes to a dark brown chrysalis. 
In this enclosure it remains a considerable time; those that we have bred have changed 
to chrysalis early in September, and did not produce the moths till June following. 
Mr. Riley says that in Missouri there are two broods each year,and it is possible they may 
be double-brooded with us also, in which case the summer brood must pass through the 
various stages of its existence in a much shorter time.

The moth, Fig. 13, c., is shown of the natural size. Its fore wings are grey, with 
row of blackish dots along the hind border. There is a broken, blackish, zigzag line 
—sometimes indistinct— crossing the wing beyond the middle, and s ome darker greyish 
spots about the middle of the wings. The hind wings are nearly pure white.

In Mr. Riley’s third “ Report on the insects of Missouri,” he says, “ there are at least 
three natural enemies which serve to keep this insect in check. The largest of these is 
the Uni-banded Ichneumon fly (Ichneumon vnifasciatorus, Say) a large black fly, 0-60 inch 
long, and characterized by a white annulus about the middle of the antennse, a large 
white spot about the middle of the thorax, and a white band on the first joint of the 
abdomen ”

“ This fly oviposits in the larva of the Smeared Dagger, but the latter never suc-
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X— ïs s; sr* ->"'r'k'f- v*™ .i-v» .btoi„,d «h.
They cause the larva ofThe Smeared D~ and Work differently,
traded and hardened skin which may often ^ W'en ab°Ut fu 1 ««""». and its col
fastened to the twigs of apple a d wdlow ,• dun"g w,?teï' with thehead attached, 
site undergoes his transfornathms «d^ST-8 ,a 8"Ug 1,ttle house> where the para- 
the latter {Lit 5AtfLOne‘ ld hole to 
dish yellow colour. The other isablack flvJS' t ^ CressonVs of a uniform red- 
entirely different genus, PolysplM' % °f ab°Ut the 8ame Slze- but belonging to an 

The only artificial remedy which has been
recommended is that of hand-picking. 

10. The Stawberky Falseworm, (Emphytw maculatw, Norton).

stand, so that we may know how to teed the ™ WeU for us t0 ««»*
tliat a near relative of this insect the u ' m^* 0 ~ lts -hrst appearance. We know 
in a short time over a larae section of8ouTpmvi ^ ^ (Nemat™ v™tricosns) has spread
perience with this foe to the strawberry grower wTshauZZil £,*« "f° 1,ersonal1,ex'
description of its life history anrf 1,ahiL v. S« ourselves of an excellent
.«d published is ,h, ft »

The adjoining Figure 14, drawn from 
nature by Mr. Riley, admirably illustrates 
this insect in its various stages. 1 shows 
the under side of the pupa or chrysalis. 

Ik 2! a s,de view of the same. 3, an enlarged 
Nflk Vlew 0 tbe perfect fly, showing the ar- 

rangement of the veins of its wings. 4, 
^ the larva or worm crawling. 5, the perfect 

8^> - l natund size. 6, the larva at rest,
i, the cocoon. 8, one of the antennas of the 
lll8ect enlarged, showing the joints. 9, an 
enlarged egg of this insect. The fly bungs 

Bf t0 th,e ortler Hymenoptera, and is known in 
T popular language as one of the saw-flies.
^ the larva is a soft dirty yellow worm,

__ which feeds externally on the leaf of the
tenths of an inch long when full , straw-berry. It is a little more than six-
than the rest of its body and nsuallv has a n^'v' v.’8 a more decided yellow colour
same size at the upper front and two rallier <a n* brown spot above, one nearly of the
line. <( It has twenty two legs latheF 8maHer °neS at each sid«', joined by a brown

the lieginning of May Tn NoiXlilinois^T^ t0 }”g around strawberry vines about
we know them to occu, T y ae d ,11 and 7 “ aU three of whi4 States
«veni"6. ,t th,,„ h„„„ „ZiïJïidSâ n„™ T TV u',e, mTln8 md
two rows of large transverse dull whitish c»f,i= ^ afe of,a Pltchy black colour, with 
the saw-like instrument peculiar to the insect- “I"!? tbe abdomen. The female, with 
which she belongs, deposits her orbs bv a me it ° 8Teat family (Tcnthredinidm) to stems of the plants, cCing the ^ e7n ?llPT CUr,10U8 and interesting process, in the 
covered. The eggs are whil opaoue a ,d fi ? ®U T'? w,th whicl‘ these stems are
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die of May to the beginning of June the worms attract attention bv the innumerable 

measure about three fourtiis of an inch.” b ’ 1 tne~

-

the inlÛViw SeaS°o they dpf ®nd int0 the ground, and form a very weak cocoon of earth,

? a^Mni,a8 relaîed; ,This fly has received the name of Emphytus 
domen”^ ^ X°rt0n’ln allusion’ doubtless- 10 the whitish transverse lines on the ab-

mak«,^pttnlv faCtS here givm,n’ ib wU1 1,6 1,0 difficult matter for anyone interested to 
make war in his own way. The worm’s habit of falling to the ground enables us to
sari^Lrinkl n'^h8 80 Utl°n °f.crfs}'hc a01'1 80aP, or any other decoction, without neces- 
sanly sprinkling the vines ; while knowing that they are in the earth durimr the fall and

tëpüszi?*'*fmit> t,,e ground maybe 8tirryd and “
miv»?^ile88ValS°’ °Uiri1?11"kn0Wn, Panacea for th° gooseberry sawfly, powered hellebore
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in the ?hVC Watin tyPe-1 liave heard of the occurrence of this insect
on, thTth’ 0ntano-a.nd a*80,111 Brantford, Ontario, where they are said to be so numer
ous, that thay soon strip a bed entirely of its foliage.]urged

i ar-
4, 11. Osmia CANjUiEtisiti—CrsMoa.rfect 

rest, 
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nrovéd^L?!-naitnCf8,ma11 hymeropterous insect, a sort of wild bee, which has

furnished iHfi With specimens of the insect. For the accompanying Figure 15, which
represents the female, I am indebted to- my esteemed 
friend, Mr. E. T. Cresson, of Philadelphia, who very 
kindly made the drawing from which the cut was en
graved. I am also indebted to him for the determination 

the species. Mr. Cresson first described this species 
70 in the Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Philar 
Y delphia, vol. 3, p. 33. In the figure the fly is represented 

on an enlarged scale : the hair line at the side shows its 
natural length. In both sexes, the head, thorax and 
abdomen is green and more or less densely covered with 
whitish down or short hairs, those on the thorax being 
longest. The wings are nearly transparent, with blackish 

i x, „ . veins. The female is larger than the male.
Mr. Pettit says 1 The insects were taken in East Oxford. July 2nd, on a few straw

berry plants in my brothers garden. The plants,perhaps neafly 100 in number, had 
been nearly all denuded of their leaves, and a search in the evening having failed to re- 
veal the authors of the mischief, I examined them again-in the heat of the day, and 
found the little culprits actively engaged in nibbling away the remaining shreds of the 
leaves. They appeared to chew the fragments into a pulp and carry it away, but the 
little time 1 spent m observing them was insufficient to determine anything further
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.„it,Ül!UbtlleS8 in tu ia,inSta1'1CP the,Ieavea 80 consumed were used in the construction of 
suitable nests, in which to deposit the eggs and rear the young of those insects.

A Strawberry Bug (Corimelæna—f).

cotour. Its habit is to puncture the stem of the fruit and thus cause it to wither In 
the Canada Farmer for 1837, page 328, and also in that for 1868, page 189 references 

t01thls.m8.ect-and 11 would seem that about that time it was very troublesome
innir t TbelTleVn ‘'W"1"18 °f Mr< Chas' Arnold- of Paris, Ont, but it does not 
appear to have continued its devastations sufficiently since then to attract much attention.

v J, to,lfc a,8 occurrmg^m the west quite abundantly in some localities.—See
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By the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, M.A.

4. The Hop-vine Plueia (rimia balluca, 
Geyer).

6. The Jo Emperor Moth (Hyjierchiria raria 
Walker).

1. The Hop Aphis (Aphis humuli, Curtis).

2. The Hop-vine Snout-moth (Hypena humuli,
Harris).

3. The Semicolon Butterfly (Orapta interroga
tion is, Godt),

\ I

The cultivation of the hop has never attained to any very large dimensions in Ca
nada, though at times, when prices have been high, it has attracted no little attention 
amongst the farming community. Just now the acreage occupied by this plant in 
Ontario is probably considerably below what it was some four or five years ago, but even 
yet many a lovely trellised field may be seen here and there as one travels through the 
country. As, however, there is nothing in our climate or soil that is unsuited to the success
ful growth of the plant, we have little doubt that its culture will one day become an object 
of great and extended importance, unless, indeed, the Canadian entirely relinquishes his 
English taste for malt liquor in favour of the far more baneful spirits that are now a curse to 
so many. The present production of malt liqyor in the Dominion of Canada averages nearly 
eight millions of gallons a year ; in the manufacture of even this amount a very considera
ble quantity of hops is consumed, and if we add to it the quantity that is exported to Eng
land and the United States, it is apparent that the culture of this plant cannot be consi
dered an unimportant item in the resources of the Canadian agriculturist. There is no doubt 
too, that if our hop growers paid more attention to the selection of the most approved Eng
lish varieties for cultivation, and were more particular in regard to the picking and cur
ing of their hops, they would be enabled to obtain mueh better prices for their crop, and 
would secure an unfailing market in Europe for all that might not be required here. 
But even should the hop, as is by no means likely, ceasp to be a sufficiently attractive 
article of commerce to lead our agriculturists to devote any of their broad acres to its cul
tivation, it will never fail, at least, to occupy a conspicuous place in the good wife’s kit
chen garden on account of its value in the production of yeast. Such being the case, 
then, we imagine that some account of the insects afiecting this plant will not be out of 
place in these reports, and may prove of interest, and possibly of value, to many.

Before proceeding to the discussion of its insect enemies, we may remark that the 
common hop plant (llumulus lupulus, Linn.) is apparently indigenous to the western 
parts of this country as well as to Europe. We have seen it growing in great luxuriance 
and gathered sprays of its clustering flowers on the fertile banks of the Kaministiquia 
River, a few miles above Fort William, Lake Superior. It is said also to be found in a 
wild state on the borders of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers. The hops of commerce 
consist of the female flowers or seeds—the plant being dioecious i.e. with stamens and 
pistils in separate flowers on different individuals. The male flowers are very different in

;
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The Hop Aphis (Aphis humuli, Curtis). 

1. Hemiptera Homoptera—Aphidæ.
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liant» every symptom of inquietude and anger. Sometimes, to rescue them from their rivals 
they take their Aphides in their mouth ; they generally keep guard round them, and’ 
when the branch is conveniently situated, they have recourse to an expedient still more 
effectual to keep off interlopers. They inclose it in a tube of earth or other material, and 
thus confine them in a kind of paddock near their nest, and often communicating 
with it.1

Another curious and noteworthy fact in the history of Aphides is their occasional 
migration from one place to another in enormous swarms. Nearly a century ago Gilbert 
White observed at Selborne, in Hampshire, a shower of Aphides, which covered persons 
walking in the street, hedges, garden plants, and everything else that came in their way • 
he considered that they were borne by the east wind from the great hop fields of Kent 
and Sussex. Kirby and Spence mention similar swarms in the vicinity of Ipswich in 
1814, and at Hull in 1836. To come to later times, Mr. Knaggs relates (Entomologists’ 
Monthly Magazine, No. 5, p. 123) that on the 14th of July, 1864, “ whilst walkin'' along 
the beach from Bournemouth towards Poole, a strange mossy-looking, green track” which 
varied in width from one to three or four inches, arrested my attention ; this moss-like 
line, left at high-water mark by the tide, extended, so far as my observation went, for a 
mile, though probably to a far greater length, and consisted of millions upon millions of 
Aphides.’ The following year, it is stated by Mr. Haswell (Ent. Mag., No. 18 p 142) 
that the Aphides were a perfect pest in Edinburgh and other parts of Scotland’ in Sep
tember and October ; they swarmed over everything even in the streets of cities, and to 
such an extent that “ they rendered one very uncomfortable by their numbers, especially 
when they got into one’s mouth or eyes !" J

The numbers and devastating powers of the Hop Aphis being so great, it becomes 
. necessary oftentimes to apply some artificial remedy in order to save the crop from en

tire destruction. In parts of England where the labour of women and children can be 
obtained at a cheap rate, it has been recommended to clear the plants of insects by hand • 
but any such mode of dealing with them is quite out of the question in Canada.. We must 
then have recourse to some other expedients. The following we believe to be the 
most efficacious :

(1.) Make a mixture of strong soap-suds ; add to it salt and saltpetre till a brine is 
made about half as strong as ordinary beef pickle ; add further a pound of copperas dis
solved in warm water to every five gallons of liquid. Or

(2.) Make a strong decoction ot tobacco by boiling at the rate of a pound of stems 
ând refuse parts, or other cheap tobacco, to a gallon of water.

As soon as the insects are observed on the vines (or binesy as hop-growers term them ) 
they may be at once detected by the discolouration that we have referred to above. Go 
through the rows with a supply of either of these mixtures, and sprinkle them thorough
ly with it. As the insects are for the most part congregated on the under side of the 
leaves, it is necessary to use a strong syringe, or better, a small garden engine with a rose- 
nozzle attached, and squirt the liquid upon the insects from beneath. Constant watchful
ness and a diligent application of these means will keep a hop-yard clear of these insects 
without incurring any very great expense. The modern system of training the vines 
ofthis method tfe ll8eS’ mstead ot lono poles, renders easy the successful employment

Another remedy that has been highly spoken of. is the dusting of the affected plants 
with powdered plaster, which not only kills the Aphis, but is of benefit to the soil as 
well. Instead ot plaster, sulphur, or lime may be employed with advantage, the former 
being especially useful also as a preventative for mildew.
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referred to, much benefit may be derived from the encourage- 
ment of various insects that prey almost exclusively upon 
the various species of Aphis. As we have before stated, when 

al1 account of the enemies of the Grain Plant Louse 
y.~ P; 58)> “ the most common and useful arc the
different species ot Lady-birds (Fig. 18) ; the Lace-wing Flies 
{Lnrytopa), both in their perfect state (Fig. 19), and in their larval condition (Fig 20);
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the Syrphus Flies in their larval state (Fig. 21) ■ Fig. 22 
represents a winged Syrphus Fly; Dragon Flies, &c. ; all of 
which should be heartily encouraged by the husbandman.”

It is a singular fact that the Lady-birds (Coccinellidœ), the 
first mentioned of the foes of the Aphis, occurs at times in im- 
mense swarms, like those of its prey to which we have already 
referred. Vast numbers of these little beetles are sometimes found

Fio. 19.

/
on the shores of lakes

Fio. 20. Fio. 21. Fio. 22.
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2. The Hop-Vine Snout-Moth (Hyptm hrnulw Harris).

Lepidoptera Pyralidæ.

.. Z «hi. country, ft. Swuhrtk,

With only seven instead of ethtnÎ!, TTV Cat,erPillar8- this feature is furnished

from side to side 1 Î particularly active creature, and when disturbed jerks its body 
de t0 Slde’ and leaP8 from one 8P0t to another ; it is also able to let itself down
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from its leaf by a fine silken thread. After it has attained tq maturity it descends to the 
ground, and crawling into any crevice or other place of concealment, forms a slight silken 
cocoon and changes into the chrysalis state. In this condition it remains for a fortnight ' 

Fro 23. or three weeks, and then comes forth at
i^i)itjft Egyygi»». the end of June or early in July as a dusky 

brown moth, measuring an inch and a quar
ter across its expanded wings. The fore- 
wings are marbled with gray beyond the 
middle, and have a distinct gray spot on the 
tip ; they are crossed by two wavy blackish 

lines, one near the middle and the other near the outer hind margin. These lines are 
formed by little elevated black tufts, and there are ah. two similar tufts on the middle of 
the wing. The hind wings are dusky brown or light brown, with a pale fringe, and 
without bands or spots."—(Harris). A peculiarity of the insect, from which it derives 
its common name of “ Snout-Moth,” is that it has a pair of very long and slender com
pressed palpi or feelers, which project from the head in the form of a snout. The accom
panying wood-cut (Fig. 23) represents the creature i:i all its stages. There are two broods 
in the year; the caterpillars of the second appear in July and August, and attain to the 
imago state in September.

This insect is rather variable in its appearance, but is oftentimes excessively destructive. 
In 1869 we observed two Hpp-yards in the County of Fee! almost ruined by it, while in 
the preceding and succeeding years no great number of the caterpillars was to be seen. 
Dr. Fitch considers it “the most universal and formidable of the depredators of the Hop, 
making its appearance suddenly, in a few days sometimes, and before their presence is 
noticed completely riddling and destroying the leaves of whole fields.” In Europe there 
is a similar insect, termed the Beaked Snout-Moth (Hypena Rostralis, Linn), which may be 
identical with our species ; probably, indeed, our insect, like so many of our greatest 
pests, has been introduced from the other side of the Atlantic.

The most approved remedy for the insect is to drench the vines with strong soap
suds. To shower them with powdered white hellebore mixed in water—an ounce of the 
drug to a pailful of water—would, we should think, be even more effective. Much might 
also be done by jarring the poles among which the Hops are entwined, and crushing 
under foot all the caterpillars that fall to the ground.

■ ^ v6».f f
3. The Semicolon Butterfly. (Grapta interrogatimis, Godt.)

Lepidoptera—Nymphalidæ.
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The two species already described are by far the worst insect enemies that the hop-grower 
has to deal with. The others to which we now desire to draw attention are seldom found 
in sufficiently large numbers to cause much alarm, though at times their depredations are 
somewhat serious, especially when they attack a few hop-vines in a garden.

The species before us, the Semicolon Butterfly (Grapta interrogatimis, Godt), is a large 
handsome jnsect, with wings above of a tawny orange colour, spotted with black and 
brown ; beneath, the wings are in some specimens rusty red, in others marbled with red 
and brown tints ; in the middle of the undersidd of the hind wings there is a conspicuous 
silvery mark, shaped like a small semicolon (;), from which the species derives its name. The 
modern semicolon is employed in the Greek language as the mark of interrogation ; hence 
both common and technical specific names have the samemeaning and refer to the samechar- 
acteristic. The wings of this butterfly measure, when expanded, as much as two and a half 
to three inches. There are two broods of them in the year, the first late in June, the other 
in August.

The larva fgeds upon the leaves.of the elm and. bauswood, as well as upon the hop. 
When partially grown, in the early part of August, it is thus described by our friend Mr. 
Saunders :*—“ Length, half an inch. Head black ; body above, black, with transverse
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4. The Hop-vine Plusia gfe* Lallucu, Geykr). 

Lepidoptera-PlusidM.
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The Moth (Fig. 25), into which this 
caterpillar turns is a remarkably handsome 
creature ; the fore-wings are almost entirely 
covered with brilliant metallic green scales, 
darker below the middle, and paler towards 
the inner angle ; they are crossed by two ob
lique dark lines. The hind-wings are a dusky 
grey, without markings. The wings expand 
about an inch and three quarters. We have 

-usually taken the moth in the month of Au
gust, and have found it in various parts of this

Province.

o. The Io Emperor Moth {Uyp&rckma -norm, -Walker).
But-
not Lepidoptera-Saturniadjb.

, - Pe*,dcs tlj® foregoing, there arc two other insects that affect the hop-vine, respecting 
which we would say a few words before leaving this subject One of these is so verv 
general a feeder that it can hardly be termed a Hop insect ; it is the larva of what is 
commonly known as the Io Emperor-Moth, of Harris {Hyptrchiria taria, Walker) It 
feeds indiscriminately upon the leaves of willow, elm, white poplar, cornel sassafras 
SSL»* IKS* » w,.lLastheHop; it is even said to eat Æ t!,e leaveToflm 
ajanTorn. \\ hen first hatchedout, the caterpillars are dark brown, and covered with 
bristles ; later on, when about a third of an inch in length, their general colour is black 
the body being entirely covered with long sharp branching spines, and having two red’ 
dish wh!te hues along the sides. When fully grown, theyattain io a length of two and
nri. ^ 5-8’ a*ud aru ,of ? del'nat,e yellowish Kreen colour, with a reddish lateral band
nail veM dlnf Who1? length of the Lody towards the head ; the spines are then of a 
pale yellowish green, colour, and have an irritating property, like that of the stin-imr 
nettle. Specimens that we have reafcd formed their cocoons in September and appeared
but WPher eCt 8UtVÎ ,tht fol'owm8 Jlme- The Moth varies very much in’ the tJo sexes 
dnÜ r are remark.ab,y handsome. The male is of a deep yellow colour, with a few 

hues across the fore-wings ; the hind-wings are broadly bordered with purplish red 
next to the body, and have in the middle of each a large and beautiful eye-like bhie spot 
The female, which is usually larger, has its fore-wings, of a purplish brown colour Jkh 
fyedike '"spoT* me8’ aud ltS 1,lnd'wing8 coloured like the male, and with a still larger

The insect is qmte commçn thmughojit Canada and , 
so numerous as to be considered destructive. The Moth 
specie».
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two or three often worked together at the same root. We endeavoured to rear them to 
the perfect state, but did not succeed, and have never had an opportunity since. We give 
a full description of the larva taken at the time, in the hope that some of our readers may 
be able to identify it.

Length, 1-25 to V50 inch. Ground-colour, dirty white ; head, chestnut-colour ; man
dibles, black. Body, with a pale narrow dorsal line ; first segment above, with a glassy 
shield-like patch, dirty yellow, with a black edge in front ; below this, on each side and 
above the first pair of legs, two black shining dots, the anterior one larger than the other, 
which contains the spiracle. On each side of the dorsal line, a dusky lilac stripe ; and on 
each segment a darker flat wart in front, and a blackish dot behind, on the lower side of 
the stripe. Next, a pale line, broader than the dorsal line ; a lilac line of the same 
width ; another pale line ; a lilac tubercled stripe, having on each segment a black tipped 
wart in the middle above, a tiny black dot lower down, behind it the shining black spi
racle, and then another black-tipped 
segment, except the first and the t 
another faint lilac stripe, along the top of the pro-legs. The anal segment shining black 
above, white elsewhere ; and pro-legs blackish exteriorly. From each of the wai ts alluded 
to there proceeds a single dark bristle. The larva has its full complement of sixteen legs.

The more mature specimens have the lilac stripes more obscure, and the black warts, 
therefore, more conspicuous ; while the less mature specimens have the lilac stripes much 
more developed and spot-like on the segments, rendering the black warts much leas ap
parent.

wart ; next, a pale stripe, with a black wart on each 
tenth, which have each two small warts ; below this
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INSECTS INFESTING MAPLE TREES.

By E. B. Reed, London, Ont.

1. The Maple Borer or Beautiful Clytua
( Clytus speciosua, Say).

2. The Rosy Forest Caterpillar (Dry
rvbwunda, Fab.)

3 TheLfnlejiCanSilkworm{TeUapolyphemut,

4 The Cecropia Emperor Caterpillar (Platy-
aaraia cecropia, Linn.).

6. The Maple Owlet Moth (Apatela 
Americana, Harr.).

The Banded Maple Moth (Ophiuia bittria- 
m, Hubner).

7‘ TheFUchje C“tter (0rm* aeerif°lieUa>

8- “■jéÆS"8 Wom <s"^*
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1. THE MAPLE BORER (ÉSyffiÿ speciosus^S&y). 

Order, Coleoptera ; Family, Cerambycidæ.
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a large hornet, so much so, indeed, that very few persons except Entomologists would at 
first sight care to touch it. In England there is a similar but fio. 26.
smaller beetle, Clytus arietis, popularly known as the Wasp beetle, a 
member of the same family as our Maple Borer. The latter, when 
arrived at its perfect state (See Fig. 26), varies from 9 to 12 
tenths of an inch in length, and from 3 to 5 tenths in width. The 
head is yellow and furnished with powerful mandibles or jaws ; the 
eyes and a band above them extending across the head are black ; 
the antennae or horns are also black, and are curved somewhat 
after the fashion of those of a goat, a similarity which gave rise to 
their general name of Capricorns or goat-horns. The thorax is deep 
black, with two yellow oblique stripes on each side ; it is very large, 
somewhat globular, and flattened or depressed above. The body ' 
deep black, oblong, somewhat cylindrical, a little flattened above, 
and tapering behind. The elytra or wing covers have yellow bands, the fir* 0 

which forms a regular arch, of which the keystone is composed of the yellow scutel or 
little shield-shaped spot at the top of the wings, just behind the centre of the thorax ; 
the second band is in the form of the letter W, each V receiving a termination of the 
first band ; the third band is nearly transverse, and placed across the middle ; the fourth 
is bent obliquely backward, parallel with and near to a large terminal spot or baud, which 
latter has a large black central spot on each wing case.

The elytra are each tipped with a short blunt tooth. The legs arc longand yellow, with 
a brown line on the inner side of the thighs ; they are made for standing securely, being 
very broad, and with the third joint deeply notched. The underside of the abdomen is 
reddish-yellow, variegated with brown. Figure 26 represents the male. The female is 
larger and stouter than the male, and has rather shorter antennae. She may also bo 
easily distinguished by having a jointed tube at the end of the abdomen, which is capable 
of being extended or contracted at will, and is used for the purpose of conveying the eggs 
into the crevices or holes of the bark of the trees. These insects emit a shrill, screeching 
-noise on being handled or disturbed. This noise is caused by rubbing the joints of the 
thorax and abdomen together.

The beetles may generally be seen reposing quietly on the trunks of the trees during 
the day time, as they are more active at night, which period they select for their 
sions in search of their mates. According to Mr. Harris, the beetle lays its eggs on the 
trank of the maple in the months of July and August.

The larvae hatched from these eggs are long, whitish, fleshy grubs, with deeply 
marked transverse incisions on the body. Their legs, which are six in number, are only 
rudimentary and are of no service in locomotion ; it is by means of the alternate contrac
tion and extension of the rings or segments of the body that these little creatures force 
their way through the wooden tunnels in which they live, ami in order to further assist 
their progress each segment is furnished with fleshy tubercles capable of provision, and 
which, being pressed against the sides of their retreats, enable them to thrust f rward 
by degrees the other segments. As the grub has to feed upon very hard material it is 
provided with strong horny jaws, and the head, which is slightly bent downwards, is also 
covered with a strong horny skin. The grubs penetrate the bark, under which they lie 
dormant during the winter, and in the succeeding spring and summer they pierce further 
in, running long winding galleries up and down the trunk. The larvœ probably remain 
more than one year in this condition and then change into pupa., in which state they are 
at first whitish and very soft, but gradually harden and darken until the time arrives 
when the beetle is perfectly matured, and forcing a passage through the outer b.trk, near 
which it has instinctively eaten its way whilst yet a grub, emerges into the open air.

Although tlie attacks of these beetles are not as yet of any great extent, still in 
localities they have done a good deal of harm. In ..ml near London, especially, we are 
jtware of many fine and valuable manies, clpyfly the hard or sugar maple, Acer SttC'Aurinumy 
that are being gradually destroyeoDy the operations of these insects. Their attacks can 
readily be detected by the sawdust and exuviae that they cast out of their burrows, and 
in the spring, whilst still near the surface, it is quite possible to kill them by means of a 
stout piece of wire, or the judicious use of a good sharp kuit ,

W. ^ *7 ^ ; L>vy« -^V
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2.. THE ROSY FOREST CATERPILLAR (frtv^nbicunda, Fab.) 

Order, Lepidoptera ; Family, Dryocampa.

d a*

unatoria is exceedingly common in the larval state 
ever, is generally found on the silver maple 
rubrum. ~ 1

_ , one species, Dryocampa
The Ruby Forest Caterpillar, how- 

dasycai'pum, or the swamp maple, acer , acer
•lack

SÜPübEeUsI
ilÜSii^üs’
sàSSStîJsssitaaessjaa
sSSSiiF ss-'isi MtiïisE
atstr“11"i* *SÏBWSÎSKESÏÏ

The perfect insect, of which Fig. 27 represents the 
male is a very beautiful and delicately coloured creature.

,? brewings are rose coloured crossed by abroad pale 
yellow band ; the hind wings are pale yellow with a 
short rosy band behind the middle, this in some speci
mens especially males is wanting ; the body is yellow ; 
the abdomen and legs are rose coloured. The male 

Colours—Pale yellow and rose. expands about one inch and three quarters, while the
does not extend hevnnd ti u- /,mae reaches fully two inches, the body of the male 
aoes not extend beyond the hind wings as does that of the female. The antennæ of the

4nd t'iraa.d llke !n for,m while those of the male, as will be seen on refer-
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and irregular, but in others their periods of numbers are as fixed ami regular as that ot 
the seventeen year locust.

For young trees which are easily accessible the caterpillars may be collected by hand 
and destroyed.

As the moths, being night fliers, are not very often seen, it might be a good idea to try 
the entomologist’s plan for collecting moths viz : Placing a piece of rag saturated with sugar 
at night on the trunk of the tree, and visiting it occasionally with a lantern, and capturing 
with a net any of the moths that are sure to be found feeding on the attractive sweets.

3. THE AMERICAN SILK WORM (Telea Polyphemus, Linn.)

Order, Lepidopteka ; Family, Bomuycidæ.

____  Fig. 28. Female.

»
r;.

Fig. 29. Male.
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uch attention has therefore been paid lately towards acclimatizing in Europe and else- 

where, other silk producing Bombyces in order to supersede if necessary the mulberry 
Polypi™™ being found easy of propagation, its whole history is well 

known and we, therefore, purpose to give our readers a detailed account of its various 
transformations, the more especially as it is a tolerably common insect and from its size 
the cnrfnitv aPP®aranc® both .f larva and moth, it is sure to attract attention and excite

tbLe Y f Y0S! vh° 6,e®lL H\thert0 11 haa been supposed to feed only on oak, and those who have bred it in large numbers for the silk fharket have raised it exclusively
ske°of the Yt bUVt’ ne™”ss> .frequently attacks the maples and from the enormous 
Fi>urLh28 99P1lrr a?ld !ts,7ra?10“s appetite, a great deal of damage is often done. 

28’,, 29 .fre a^nurable illustrations of the perfect moth, male and female. Dr.
ItTnfYrh neSC[lbea lt,saPPearance : “Its wings are cut off almost square at the corners
win Jfnn l°chf eT- wt,C° °-r morc or less clouded with black in the middle of the 
wings, on each of which there is a transparent eye-like spot, divided transversely by a
of tilth ndY an<1 enC,rCed byyeU°W andblack ringa i before and adjoining to the eye spot 

tiît h d I ? ,18 a,larfe blue 8Pot shading into black ; near the hinder margin of the wings is a dusky band edged with reddish white behind ; on the front margin of the
W TTiP 18 a ^ Stnpe whîch also crosses the fore Part of the thorax, andnear the 
base of the same wings are two short red lines edged with white.” On the under side 
the colours are paler, but the bands are more distinct. The antennae ai e broad especially in 
the male and deeply pectinated. The wings expand from five to six inches. When at 
rest the wings are held elevated above the body like those of a butterfly, but if disturbed 
oîte °Ut* flar IT1* palr.s being displayed. The moth usually flies towards dusk
month of lYne PT1 off the, evemng- Tlle m°ths make their first appearance about therqçs. 1 ,he ^ th™
pillar eats its way out of the egg, the shell of which it devours. The Larva (Fig 30) at
teins its maturity in about 70 days, having changed its skin five times during thatpenod.

It is about three inches in 
length, though it has a pe
culiar fashion of contract- 

| ing its body, and hunching 
I up its segments, when not 
F in motion. Its colour is 

pale bluish green. The 
» segments are covered with 
► orange or reddish warts, or 

tubercles which haye a 
pearly lustre, and are fur
nished at their extremities 
with a few hairs. The head 
and feet are brown, and the 
tail or anal segment is bor- 

. dered with a brown V- 
shaped line! The sides of 
the body are striped obli-

. , quely with white.
The cocoon, (rig 31) which is of a regular oval shape and about two inches long, is formed

can

on the

Fig. 30.

Colour—Pale, bluish green—orange «pot».
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Fio. 31. by fastening together a few leaves with silken 
threads, in the interior of which the larva spins a 
second strong and very close cocoon in which it 
changes into the pupa (Fig 32). These 
fall with the leaves in the autumn, and remain on 

gk the ground during the winter until the perfect 
| insect emerges. The pupa is very thick and short, 
t» and shows very clearly the antenne and wings. 

The larva takes about a week to complete its oo- 
enon. The silk of which the inner one is formed is very 
glossy, rather coarser than that of Brombyx mori, and accord
ing to M. Trouvelot, can be used very extensively in com- t 
merce. It has a continuous thread and can be readily unwound. |
We are not aware what the actual length of the silk in each ' 
cocoon amounts to, but it must be something very great, 
if one may judge it by comparison with that of the Chinese "* 
silk worm. Rennie, in his Insect Architecture, in speaking 
of the latter states, “ that the length of the unbroken thread in a cocoon varies from 
six hundred to a thousand feet ; and as it is all spun double by the insect, it will amount 
to nearly two thousand feet of silk, the whole of which does not weigh above three grains 
and-a-half ; five pounds of silk from ten thousand cocoons is considerably above the aver
age.” When we see the enormous difference in size between the cocoons of Polyphemus and 
mori, we can well believe that it may be very advantageous to the silk grower, to do all 
lie can towards developing the experiments already made in the culture of our American 
silk worm. We must not forget, however, that amongst our ornamental and forest trees 
the larva is capable of doing much harm, and in the present instance we can only regard 
it as a noxious insect, and therefore one to be destroyed. Like everything else in the 
insect world, it has its special enemies, being very subject to the attacks of an Ichneumon 
fly, named Ophion Macrurum. Hand picking is the only remedy we are aware of.
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4. THE CECROPIA EMPEROR CATERPILLAR. (Platysamia cecropia, Linn.)

Order, Lepidoptera ; Family Bombycidæ.

This insect was fully described by the Rev. Mr. Bethune, in his treatise on insects 
injurious to the Apple, contained in the Commissioner’s Report for 1870, to which we refer 

i ca lers for further details. As the caterpillar feeds also on maple leaves we have 
given a figure of it, No. 33.
our

Fio. S3.
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The lar

Colours—Green, blue, yellow and ted.
Mr. Bethune well describes it as a giant among caterpillars. It is about four inches 

long when full grown. The colour of the body is pale green, and it is covered with tuber-



«le* of green, blue, yellow and red colours. It spins a cocpon in a manner similar to T 
Polyphemus wh\ch. it much resembles in its habits save that the cocoon remains attached to
tïai r- Tlle 18 8ubjeJCt tothestacks Ofaparasitic Tachina fly Mr Be hïnestotet 
tta the most effective remedy is to go round the orchard or garden in the Ser and cut 
•ff the cocoons which are so large and conspicuous as to be at once seen

5. THE MAPLE OWLET MOTH. (Apa tela Americana, Harr.) 

Order, Lepidoptera ; Family, Noctutdæ.

theTnd^r M a.lol}S s.lnBIe tuft on th« eleventh segment ; the head, last segment and all
wise S Uf lnfe;>th(e .f66?- ar1black- Durin« reP°se it remains curled up side-
wise. Or. Harris writes that when about to make its cocoon, it creeps into chinks of the

loped Whitish line ilLT -n u 'rht gjayu-near the outer mar8in there is a wavy seal lme’ edSed with black, and there are various black lines and streakstd-ed
;> ST, oZiZTr £ ?" ""fryki,lne? •}*M .pouin ,h, middkofth.spots The nd wf„„=f»b r f rd 1llnderw!ngf 18 f'i»ged with wavy black and white 

,he lund Wlne® are of a rather darker shade of gray in the males, while those of
£ "s dÆ;r reddi*h bTr- /" ^ *»■, •» wbtoh ais;:

the rnZZe: rh b ^ wayy« curved band and a central semi-circular spot on each, 
the fringes are the same colour as on the upper side. The body is reddish brown above
“drCh>hr 'Î! °Ur on lhe under s'de. The four wings have the peculiar mark re- 
tQrybwegrektedTnkt,eUrr “ 'l'/fh°^n°\B° distinctly as in “ AcronyctaVi,” whose his-

Jhïïî; ”h“ ‘"“-s -f tk Tb'» -«T
named'b/thè'LeT0 f t1'*8 ™otTh.is give"to >t fr=m its nocturnal habits, having been

u,».d:LXT£frrb£'t-£rit£.m,ph no8,of ^ ^ «»
y^v1

G. THE BANDED MAPLE MOTH (Qphiusa biitriarù, Hubner.)

Order, Lepidoptera; Family, Noctxjidæ.
mi„l1IitJL8r,eWha| harvd *° be,ieve that thi8 elegant little moth can be the cause of any 
mwchief to our maples, but we must not be deceived by appearances, for it is a veritable

nnder^iJl^of1 îl7kltlSb ,ni?8e. margined interiorly with a scalloped black line. The 
nder side of all the wings is of a light brown colour, with a black wavy transverse line 

and a central black spot in each wing, and a broad whitish border with blackish scal-
atbckkclothed ST; the b,ody„i8 tbe,same col°ur above as the fore wings ; the head 

lbm,y, closed ith deeper red collar ; the feelers are erect and prominent 
The larva has been bred by Mr. William Saunders from the Silver

Maple, Jeer
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description from his notes published in

,trr “d d* - »* t,™.iT,hnpe fr®,many other broken lines of the" same eh throu8hout its entire length*

-sCS-tiSt =525“™= 
sSi.S«S=-SS5S5i
the .Wto°i»ct.of.tES£e^,y Very fcrreat nugibers the moth is tolerably common in

’• the maple leaf odttrr

;

acerifoliella, Fitch.)
Order, Lkpidoptera; Family, Ttneidæ.

whok Mito’ reî®“bling‘he effecteof fireorfîïst SdSi* peC,uliar aPPearance of the 

larv* of a pretty little motlT^ S bSLft bf^^0^1 is paused by the

annoyance and discomfort when on fun™A velT familiar to us, as we know to oui

werenaMÎ iliam,eter- with othere of a smats.ze A H^ kave8’ about a garter 
were at that time found in almost eve™ i " f J A dozen or more of these hole*

?ip^wSSTs^riSSSaslightly along, the worm at such times protrudinu *les® scales might be observed to move 
scale, and with its feet pulling ite unw?eldv7 ? ?\head from under the edge of tho 
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Wished in thirteen segments marked by slight intervening constrictions. It is dull white, the head 
which is strongly depressed, and the three thoracic segments pale rusty brown An 
interrupted broad blackish stripe along the middle of the back is more or less distinct. 
Unly the three pairs of legs upon the thoracic segments are distinctly developed.”

“ These worms, or many of them a least, are carried to the ground upon the leaves, 
when they fa from the trees in autumn. They remain in their cases and change to pupæ
tlTfollowing spring’’8 beneaththe tree8’in which situation they may be found early in

Dr. Fitch mentions the fact that trees standing alone in fields or yards around houses 
were exempt from the attacks of the leaf-cutter. Our experience does not confirm this 
statement, for we found that several isolated trees were badly, di, figured around the 
country house where we spent the past summer months. A small Ichneumon-fly, about 
one-tenth of an inch in length, and pale yellow, is parasitic upon the larvae cases, and 
probably is of material service in checking the increase of the moth. Dr. Fitch suggests 
as a remedy that sheep or cattle be allowed to range the ground occupied by the sugar 
orchard, and if notwithstanding the trampling of the earth by cattle standing under or 
travelling around them, the leaves of particular trees show that they are preyed on by 
this moth, it will be well after the leaves have fallen in autumn to feed salt to the 
anima s under such trees, that any insects among the leaves may be trampled upon and

The holes made by these insects are nearly circular when first cut, bnt by the subse- 
que nt growth of the leaf they become oblong.
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8. THE MAPLE MEASURING WORM {Stsgmiapustularia, Guenee).
i <<«

Order, Lepidoptera ; Family, Geometridæ.

We quote the following account from Mr. W. Saunders’ notes, as published in the 
Canadian Entomologist, vol. iii. p. 325

The larvæ of this delicate looking little geometric moth feeds on the maple. It is 
in the London neighbourhood, and may be readily got in season by striking the 

brandies of the trees a sharp blow, when it drops at once part way to the ground, remain
ing suspended by a silken thread, by means of which, when danger passes, it can regain 
its position on the tree. It is found full grown about the middle of June, enters the 
chrysalis state within a few days afterwards, and produces the moth early in July.

“ When full grown the larva measures abont five-eighths of an inch in length ; body 
cylindrical, head medium-sized, rather flat in front and slightly bilobed, and of a pale 
green colour, with a few very fine hairs, invisible without a magnifying glass, scattered over * 
its surface ; mandibles dipped with black.”

“ Body above t .uish green, with thickly set longitudinal stripes of whitish and 
yellow ; a double vmtish dorsal line with bordering lines of yellowish white, neither of 
which are unbroLt n, but are formed of a succession of short lines and dots. Below these, 
on each side, are two or three imperfect white lines, made up of short streaks, and much
fainter than those bordering the dorsal line ; sp___
The skin all over the body is much wrinkled and fold

“ The under surface is green, with a tinge of yellowish between the segments : feet 
yellowish green, prolegs green, faintly tipped with brown.”

“ The moth is of a pure white colour, with three or four reddish brown spots on the 
costal margin of each of the fore wings, and with a faint curved line of the same, crossing 
them a little beyond the middle ; it expands one inch.”

The larva feeds on the young and tender leaflets and buds, and of course causes 
injury. . In all probability the same remedy would be of service as that suggested 

by Dr. Fitch in the case of the maple leaf cutter.
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE PEACH.

By E. B. Rked, London, Ont.

(Ætf*ùa exiliosa, Say.)
"i v

THE PEACH BORER

Order, Lepidoptera ; Family, Ægeridæ.

This notorious pest, which has been well termed “the silent and insidious destroyer 
of the peach tree,” is so common, and its attacks are so universal wherever peach-culture 
is attempted, that we deem it matter of interest to our readers to lay before them the 
full details of its history. The laborious researches of those able American Entomolo
gists, Mr. Thomas Say, of Philadelphia, Dr. Thaddeus Harris, of Massachusetts, and Dr. 
Asa Fitch, of New York, have caused the whole history of the peach borer to be well 
worked up, and it is from their writings that 
treatise for the benefit of our Canadian readers.

Mr. Say first described the insect in 1820, and gave it the name of exiliosa, a word 
signifying “ destructive,” in allusion to its powers of mischief. The perfect insect 
belongs to a group or family of moths, which, from their transparent wings and slender 
bodies with coloured bands, bear so strong a resemblance to certain bees, wasps, hornets and 
flies that various species have received the names of apiformU, the bee-shaped; vespiformis, 
the wasp-shaped ; crabroniformis, the hornet-shaped ; tipulifurmis, the gnat-shaped, etc. So 
deceptive is this likeness that even the celebrated naturalist, DeGeer, in writing of one of 
the species observes, “the first time that I saw it I hesitated to take it with my naked hand, 
believing that I had found a wasp." The moths fly only in the day time, and they may 
be frequently seen basking in the sunshine. Their larvae derive all their nourishment 
from the wood and pith of the various shrubs and trees which they affect, and in the 

• stems or roots of which they lie concealed.

propose to condense the followingwe

At figure 34 we give a representation of 
of the perfect or winged state of the peach 
borer, No. 1 showing the female and No. 2 the 
male, by which our readers will notice that the 
sexes differ so remarkably in appearance that 
it is difficult to believe that they both belong to 
the samespecies. The male, No. 2, is of a deep 
steel blue colour, with various pale yellow 
marks, and has a glossy satin-like lustre. The 

., _ antennae are black, and fringed on the inner
side with numerous fine short hairs.. The palpi, or feelers, the shoulder-covers, the rings 
of the abdomen, and of the peculiar brush or fan ou the tail are edged with pale yellow. 
,e wings expand about one inch ; they are all transparent and glass-like, with a slight 

tinge of smoky yellow, their veins, margin and fringe are steel blue. The body is slender 
and cylindrical. The feet are black, with two rings of pale yellow on the shins.

female, No. 1, has a very dark steel blue body, with a tinge of purple, and a 
broad bana of a bright glossy orange-yellow colour, occupying the whole of the fourth 
and filth segments. The abdomen is of a long oval form, nearly twice as broad as that 
of the male. The antennæ have no fringe along their inner sides. The fore wings are 
opaque,. and of a steel blue colour, with the tips and fringes of a purplish tint. The 
bum wings are transparent like those of the male ; they are bioadly margined upon both

Fio. 34.
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sides, and marked at the base with steel blue ; they have five thick veins, and commonly 
there are traces of a straw-yellow stripe on the outer margin towards the tip. The wings 
expand about one inch and a half. Both sexes have several varieties, but the two above 
mentioned descriptions are those of the ordinary types.

The eggs are deposited by the moths in the course of the summer, upon the trunk 
of the tree near the root. Mr. Evan Thomas, as quoted by Mr. Say, says that “ they 
leave from one to fifty, and in some instances nearly three hundred eggs in each tree, 
according to its size and capacity to support the future progeny. These soon appear, but 
it is difficult to detect them until they have acquired a growth of two or three weeks 
when they are four or five lines in length. From this period their growth is accelerated or 
retarded in proportion to the quantity of nourishment afforded."

Dr. Fitch writes “ that the worms when hatched work downwards, at first in thebark 
of the root, forming, a slender flexuous channel, which becomes filled with gum. At the 
distance of an inch or two below the surface the whole of the bark of the root becomes 
consumed in badly infested trees, and the soft sap wood is also extensively gnawed and 
eroded, so that frequently the root is nearly severed. The larger worms in the winter 
season repose with their heads upwards, in contact with the exterior surface of the root, 
commonly in smooth longitudinal grooves which they have excavated, their backs being 
covered over with the castings mingled with the gum and with cobiveh-like threads, thus 
forming a kind of cell, the cavity of which is considerably larger than the body of the 
worm inhabiting it. The smaller worms have no such cell, but lie promiscuously in the 
gum, or between it and the root."

The presence of these borers may always be readily detected by the castings and 
gum which issue from the hole in the bark.

. . Harris tells us “ that these borers, when nearly one year old, make their cocoons 
either under the bark of the trunk or root, or in the earth and gum contiguous to the 
base of the trees. Soon afterwards they are transformed to chrysalides, and finally come 
forth in wie winged state, and lay the eggs for another generation of borers."

1 he last transformation takes place from June to October, most frequently, how
ever during the month of July in the State of Massachusetts. Here, although there 
are several broods produced by a succession of hatches, there is but one rotation of 
metamorphoses consummated within a year. Hence, borers of all sizes will be found in 
the trees throughout the year, although it seems necessary that all of them, whether more 
or less advanced, should pass through one winter before they appear in the winged state.”

Dr. Fitch also confirms the statement that whoever examines infested routs will find 
worms upon them of all sizes, at all times of the year. From his report it appears that the 

pupa state lasts at least three weeks in the warmest part of the 
summer, and that in the State of New York the mothe 

lfe—"Ji generally deposit their eggs about the end of July and the 
beginning of August. At fig. 35 we give a faithful represen- 

m ' tatiou of the full grown larva, and we quote its description as 
. given by Mr. Saunders in the Ca;iadian Entomologist, vol. iiL

Hie larva is a naked, soft cylindrical grub, slightly flattened on its under side, and 
measures when full grown over half an.inch in length, and nearly a quarter of an inch in 
diameter. It is divided into fourteen nearly equal segments by broad transverse 
constrictions.

f*,e head is of a medium size, with a depressed line down the centre, 
dividing it into two lobes. It has a triangular piece inserted in the middle, with its 
pase towards the mouth and its apex terminating just under the anterior edge of the 
second segment. The head is also flattened, and of a reddish colour, becoming darker, 
almost black, on its anterior edge. _ The jaws are black and prominent. The body above 
is of a dull pale yellow, with the segments or rings of the body deeply cut. The second 
segment is of a pale reddish brown colour, smooth and Immy looking. On each segment 
there are a few minute pale reddish dots, from which arise short reddish or brownish 
hairs those along the sides ami on the posterior extremity being somewhat larger.
A faint line runs along each side through the stigmata or breathing pores of a paler shade 
on the rest ot the body. The stigmata are small, nearly round, and of a dull reddish 
colour. The under sur ace is very similar in colour to the upper. The feet are tipped

Fin. 35.
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with reddish brown, and the prolegs are pale yellow, with the fringe of hooks crowning 
each, of a dark reddish brown. 8

From Dr. Fitch we learn that “ when r-iady to enter the pupa state the worm crawls 
upwards to the surface of the ground, and there forms for itself a follicle or pod-like 
case of a leathery texture, made from its castings, held together by dry gum and cobweb- 
like threads. This follicle is of a brown colour, and oval in its form, with its ends 
rounded ; it is about three-fourths of an inch long, and over one fourth in diamet er, but is 
variable in its size, being sometimes but half an inch long. Its inner surface is perfectly 
smooth, and of the colour of tanned leather, It is placed against the side of the root, 
often sunk in a groove, which the worm appears to have gnawed for this purpose, with 
its upper end slightly protruding above the surface of the ground. But if the earth has 
been stirred recently, so as to lie loose around the root, the worm will commonly form its 
follicle an inch or more below the surface.”

A great variety of remedies have been proposed by the numerous writers who have 
treated upon this insect, but we think that the following extracts will give tho results of 
those experiments that appear to have met with the best success.

Dr. Harris informs us “that the following plan, which was recommended by me in 
the year 1826, and has been tried with complete success by several persons in this 
vicinity, will effectually protect the neck or most vital part of the tree from injury. 
Remove the earth from the base of the tree, crush and destroy the cocoons and borers 
which may be found in it and under the bark, cover the wounded parts with the common 
clay composition, and surround the trunk with a strip of sheathing-paper eight or nine 
inches wide, which should extend two inches below the level of the soil, and be secured 
with strings of matting above. Fresh mortar should then be placed around the root, so 
as to confine the paper and prevent access beneath it, and the remaining cavity may be 
filled with new or unexhausted loam. This operation should be performed in the spring, 
or in the month of June. In the winter the string may be removed, and in the following 
spring the trees should again be examined for any borers that may have escaped search 
before, and the protecting application shquld be renewed.”

Mr. James Worth, who is largely quoted by Mr. Thomas Say, writes : “The best 
plan of guarding against the ravages of this insect which I have found, is to examine the 
tree early in the month of July ; take a bricklayer’s trowel, and opening the ground 
around the trunk the lodgment of the insect will at once be discovered by the appearance 
of gum, and it can bo readily destroyed. One person can thus examiue more than a 
hundred trees in less than half a day, and very few, if any, of the insects will escape.”

Mr. C. V. Riley, the State Entomologist of Missouri, in his first annual report 
published in 1869, gives yet another remedy, and one which appears to be so successful 
that we cannot refrain from giving our readers the full extract. “ I have had ample 
occasion,” he writes, ‘ to witness the effect of the mounding system during the summer 
m several different orchards, and am fully convinced that it is the best practical method 
of preventing the attacks of this insect, and that it matters little whether ashes or simple 
earth be used for the moiind. True, there are parties who claim that the almost total 
exemption from borers in mounded peach-orchards is due, not to any special effect pro
duced by the mound, but to the general rarity of thb insect. But I have found no general 
rarity of the insect wherever I have been in our own State, but, on the contrary, have 
with difficulty found a single tree in any orchard that was in anywise neglected that did 
not contain borers ; while I have found mounded trees entirely exempt. The following 
paragragh communicated to the Western Rural by Mr. B. Pullen, of Centralia, Illinois, 
touches on this point, and I can bear witness to the thrift and vigour of Mr. P.’s trees :

“ As spring will soon be upon us, I wish to add my testimony in favour of the 
“ banking system,” as a» preventive against the attacks of the peach borer. As to its 
efficiency there can be no doubt, I have practised it for four years with complete success.
I would not advise its adoption until after the trees are fouryears old. Duringmost of this 
period the bark is tender and trees are liable to be entirely girdled by even a single worm. 
Safety lies only in'personal examination and removal rrith the knife in fall and spring 
(September and April). In April of the fourth year bank ip to the height of from ten to 
twelve inches, pressing the dirt firmly around the tree, a little dirt should be added 
each successive spring ; it is not only a preventive, but a gmt saving of labour."
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Colorado Beetle would produce on the potato ”lth eonsidera,-le anxiety to the effect that the 
the whole, less mischief has been donetha,, • a|"° glad to be able to report that on
ever, to arrive at an accurate estimate The K„UntClr° Aed'- V 18 somcwhat difficult, how- 
the Secretaries of the Elector!) Divuln ^l,0.B"rcau,0 Agr,culture forwards every year to 

a detailed return of !be ZslX IT* “ Printed circu,ar guestingafford much valuable information It is to be re-roT T1™ proP°rlJ mado^cy would 
attended to. So far as we can learn unlv 4» of fh d. are ,10t n,ore “"ivcrsally
it is on these p.rtial details that we muJ I,, „ thC8C ,lfl1vo been made for 1872, and
ever, the ravages of the beetle have been t**» anulyals for tho Potut ■ crop. While, how- 
bers and onward progress have yet been suchantnl °8S th?" W.° ex,,ected’its '"crease in num- 
but also to maintain a good de!l of !l „,n T °.nIJ a matorial effect on the crop,
of the crop returns for the two past years fullv*cn fi 9 fa,V“lns comrnunilJ- A comparison 
reports, that the second and third yens of !>nL Ftat<îment n,adc in °"r former
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were^ ïswïïtS tZ ^
œakmg ns appearance one year, has not reappeared in the fnlln " the beetle after
list o< Societies reporting the advent of the^eetle for thefit T"* The lowing
ward progress is :— Ior ttle first time, will shew what its on-
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.hXn Petefboroush’

While the following were those receiving most injury ■_
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new places the beetirappetred^nSTr^Ve ba^Kta^8’ aStWe,kDOW that in some of the 

given to the Commissioner. It would bo very desirable to obtain ^ b<J"ever’ uPon the returns 
of potatoes grown, as we are quite satisfied from ! » ° . 8tat,8tl-9 of ‘he various sorts

““ ",for““i°“ "-= »»8- -r u. Li.,*

^ ™ I» »„ „
The western States, in which the potato cron hid snff Tfhends “8weet Potatoes” as well 
vages of the Colorado beetle, reported <11minÜ W V” 8eLveral yeare past from the ra- 
States, North Carolina^nd Texas excepted renortîn "™CS mm,tbat cauflei and were the only 

In the following twelve Western S,!,t’. ^ ^.mcre!lwd Production. 7
sm, Minnesota Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas CJifora!H8“d n^8’ I1,inois- Wi8coa-

b-hek - -h« -«•

remedy is sure to be foLd;’and alth^S, *. ZZdîTrï ^ ™> — “atural 
work quite so rapidly as we could desire, yet it is none the lesf m8y our ««timation,

^ ^ -—“« - fiw- r± ÿrÆiîcü-AaS
UmcM* C%w-15 punctataiOliv. )—see 
(juovrv—r#» 37—and several friends 

brought us in specimens 
- of Perillus drcumcinctus, Say— 

see Fig. 38—which they deteo- 
ted in the act of attacking the 
larvae of the Colorado beetle.
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remedy. Wherever it has been properly used, good results have invariably been obtained.
It is, of course, of the utmost importance that the quality should be good. As a marketable
eommodity, the quality of Paris Green is exceedingly variable. It is an arsenite of copper,
and the best qualities contain about 60 per cent, of arsenic, on which its activity depends,
but the inferior grades contain a much smaller percentage, and are consequently much less
effective, and in some cases almost worthless for this purpose. We are
satisfied that every reported case of failure in the use of Paris Green
as a remedy for the Colorado potato beetle, may be traced directly to v
the inferior quality of the poison used. We have been informed by \ ^ y
Mr. W. Saunders, of London, Ont., that he has found Plaster of Paris A j\ I
a most excellent substitute for flour to mix the poison with. It
should, most certainly, be very useful as a fertilizer, and where avail- J/ V _ /
able, would doubtless be found to obtain success. Its cheapness also *” >
is a very important point in its favour. Its proportions for mixture
are somewhat more, owing to the difference between the weight of the plaster and that of
flour, for while the latter works well in the ratio of from 15 to 20 parts to 1 of Paris Green,
the Plaster will require at least 30 to 40. Flour, however, we consider for several reasons
to be still a capital material for this purpose.

There is a mixture prepared at Strathroy, Ont., which it is claimed is a very good 
remedy for the beetle. We tried some on a small scale, but not enough to justify us in 
recommending it as a substitute for the Paris Green. We purpose testing it more extensively 
this next season.

In the State cf Illinois we are told that the following plan has been tried and found to 
succeed, i.e., to plough a small furrow between the rows of potatoes, knock off with a stick all 
the larvae into the furrows, and then by running the plough up the row again cover them 
with earth.

We can hardly imagine that in our climate this would answer at all, for as the larvae 
when full grown seek the earth in which to undergo their transformation into the pupal and 
perfect states, it would seem that this plan would only kill a few of the tenderest and 
youngest of the brood, and would not interfere with the older and more mature ones.

From the general returns, the early crops appear to escape the more easily, and in several 
instances the late crops seem to have been saved by a plentiful supply of rain, even after the 
bugs had attacked and finally left them.

The chief thing, however, seems to be not to grow too large a crop, and to exercise a 
vigilant watch over what is grown ; this, with hand picking and the use of Paris Green will, 
we think, ensure success in most instances.

We have not heard of a single case of poisoning from the bite or handling of the beetle. 
As to our opinion on this point, we refer our readers to our Report for 1871.

We would beg here to record our thanks to our esteemed friend, Professor Geo. Buckland, 
the able and well known Secretary of the Ontario Bureau of Agriculture, for his courtesy in 
furnishing us with statistics of the past year’s crop ; the Entomologists of Ontario indeed 
a great deal to the Professor for his invariable kindness and attention to their wants, and the 
promptitude with which he always seeks to assist them in carrying out their attempts at 
Practical Entomology. We feel sure that we express the feeling of all the members of the 
Entomological Society of Ontario, in offering to our friend all the kindly wishes of this 
Christmas season, and trusting that he may long be spared to superintend the working of the 
Bureau with which he has been so long and so honourably associated.
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our more common insecte ̂ hich arc nTther injurious "nor6 bÎnefi^l 'Ï ofaeveral of 

gorower bin which from their great abundance"^ or else from?» t°.-th® f?rmer or frui‘ 
Mice, habits or size, excite curiosity and claim ôur attention. f>ecullanty in their appear-

T- Ag™» Boitolt (1W p„bt, ' V.
lb “t* ,îrC,M|ï,r ."foS"”™”’1 ‘"««rtlie*, bm
about the middle of May, but it is not vcrymmmon untHVfpe?ran,c® on the wing is usually 
it passes the winter in a state of torniditv 1,:,U “ 1 ter m the season. It is said that
securely till awakened by the warm!? oftprW tVT 8pot ^ere it sleeps
appear lay their eggs on the tender leaves of the voudp nfflt m^v,lduals which thus early 
and other species of Asclepias, and also on the bitted z ^ P‘?t8 (^kpias cornuti)

hen dull grey just before the time of hatching™ They aTe Sh yellow> and
Fro. 39. in°fnrm T,th °f an mch long, conical

,, >n form, flattened at the base. When viewed
AT miHBHTO 7Uh a magnifying glass they 
l silîi'É beaut,fuI> (“0 figure 39) where o represents 
t ‘be e8g much enlarged, while at c it J shown

111 ' natural size, and in its usual rosition on
il hc 7dcr s*de of the leaf. On each egg there 
p|y are about twenty-five raised longitudinale lines 

or ribs, and about the same number of pros»-
r r bfW?Kn each- 80 that the whole apweS 

covered with a regular and beautiful ,
a as shown in the figure, which has been

follow by our esteemed friend Prof O v p-,» a®.tho8e also have which
days the egg matures nrodiipin,, ’ 01 7' ^ouis, Mo. In about six
large black head and yellowish whiteTml 8mai , cate*:P,llar> «ne tenth of an inch long, with a 
as shown at e and / (Fig 39 ) Thh, oa*7’ m h “ f®W black ha,rs on each segment or rin„ 

although very elastic will ^ TllaLrgr°W8Ve7 ™Pidly> “d soon finds that ite 
itself and appears in colours fresh and nr h!^?* 8,tr®tcb"}?’ when ifc conveniently disrobes 
down the back, which takes place just « th«"7 mg °“tofit8 skin through a rent 
moulting, ,s repeated three times during the2 ?! fh,S proce88> which is called 
preparation for its accomplishment than tLt nf ! i , e F tb® . arva- and requires no other 
these critical periods in the creature’s history i„ . short fa8t" Any abstemiousness shown at
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ON SOME INNOXIOUS INSECTS

Br W. Saunders, London, Ontario.
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horns with which the mature caterpillar is furnished areof showing how the long fleshy
ooownieotly coiled up while I,mg buoed bc-e-d, the old .1» M ^ ^ („ig ,,

Im' 40, about one and three quarter inches
long. Its head is yellowish, with a 
triangular black stripe in front below, 
and another of a similar shape above.

The upper surface of the body is 
* beautifully ornamented with transverse 

stripes of black, yellow and whiteethe 
white covering the greater part of each 
segment, and having a wide black 

Colours—Whit#, Black and Yellow. stripe down the centre, while the yel
low occupies the spaces between. On the third segment (reckoning the head as first) are two 
long black fleshy horns, and on the twelfth two others of a similar character, but shorte ,

not quite sc' .g yact wjth a greenish flesh-colour between most of the segments.
The next change which comes over this caterpillar is that which transforms it to a pupa

i^&Kssrr.
srssims’ *,& b7VMK
first doubts of its truth were dispelled, what astonishment would succeed 1 mongst the

Yet the changes which the insect we are referring to undergoes in common with many 

is scarcely less wonderful or startling.
Fig 41.

NXX

In Fig. 41 the larva is represented 
as it appears at different peri, ds during 
its transition to the state of chrysalis. 
At a it hangs suspended from a silken 
web in which its hind legs are entangled 
and which has been previously attached 
by the caterpillar to the underside of a 
leaf, or fence rail, or some other secure 
place of retreat; and here, while hanging 

„.. . ... ... for about a day, the larva contracts its
XXl \\ t U length and increases its bulk, especially
tvN ** on the anterior segments. By and by a

m. tab. place in ,b. .km don, ,b.
and persevering efforts in stretching, contrite g, tT ^ 8hown at j . and now a diffi-
backwards and worked nearly up to the hinder . .y ’ , ; h would puzzle the most
eulty presents itself, and a feat has to be perfo med to imitate ^ ^
daring acrobat, for without hands or feet ^ho y, protuberaDce crowned with a
remnants of its larva skin, and hang ‘tself up 1»y this feat is so wonderfully
bunch of hooks at the extremi^of the chr^sab u ,q I* accompiishment. A ready
difficult, it is very seldom indeed that a tailu ^ f(r. 41J The joints of the

y
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withdrawn and the process of suspension completed. Soon after this the chrysalis begins a 
eeries of wriggling and jerking movements with the view of dislodging the empty larva skiln 
after the removal of which it remains motionless unless disturbed, and becomes gradualy 
harder and more contracted until it assumes the appearance represented by Fig. 42.

The chrysalis is about an inch long, and of a beautiful pale green 
colour sotted with gold, and with a band of golden dots extending more 

3 ™an. half way round the body above the middle ; this band is shaded with 
black. 1 here is also a patch of black around the base of the black pro
tuberance by which it is suspended, and several dots of the same on other 
portions of the surface. The chrysalis state seldom lasts more than ten or 
twolxre days and towards the expiration of this period the handsome green 
and go d colours begin to fade, and the chrysalis grows gradually darker 
until the diminutive wings of the future butterfly show plainly through the 
semi-transparent enclosure. The escape of the imprisoned insect” 
nearly ready for flight, is usually made quite early in the morning.’ We 
have several times watched for their deliverance, and have usually found it 
to take place soon after daybreak. A sudden crackling and slight tearing 

i ., , . *ou"d 18 hcard, winch arises from a splitting of the chrysalis case part way
down the back, the fore legs, head and antennæ are first withdrawn, and in a very short 

,ln8cct.18 liberated. Strange looking creatures they are when they first present

Whentuv r'7’ 7.Ï •0d'-8 80 larKe 1,8 ‘° ’ue 0Ut of M Portion to the tiny wings., v !{ developed their wings measure about four inches across but when fresh from the 
ehrysahs they are about the S!zc of those of a large bee. The first necessity now for the 
welfare of the individual is to hnd a suitable location where the wings may be held in a good 
position for expanding, for without such favourable circumstance they would never attain a 
serviceable size. It is necessary that a position should be secured where the wings can han» 
down as they are expanding, for which reason the underside of a twig is often selected ; and 
here, securely suspended by the sharp claws with which the feet are furnished, the win<*s 
undergo in a short time the most marvellous growth it is possible to imagine. We have seen 
tfiê wings double their size by actual measurement within three minutes, and the whole 
process, from the time of the escape of the butterfly to that of the full development of the 
the wings, seldom occupies more than from fifteen to twenty minutes, and ere the sun is
4d,'°«.d"S; i’h.UTKS bir‘h’,b' a“bb1' *“=• h*ve *“ "d

A wing clipped from the insect immediately after its escape, and examined under the 
microscope, reveals the fact that the thousands and tens of thousands of scales with which the 
wmga are covered, and which afterwards
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we only know of one

chio, OAc/i/l/hva ^Vltwv, 
Ihe Disippuh Butterfly. di/ripp^-Qodt. )

In thïïerfeêîtenrîy •* ^JSSln' but ”ot nearly e0 abundant as the species last described, 

the hind wings, which is altogether wanting in the archippvs.
is of the tm7rS bU“Crfly 18 ^Prc-ntcd by FiK- 44, The ground co’our of the wing, 
the wimrs 21 /Ï,™ 0raDp- red 88 ,be the veins also are heavy and black, and
the wings along their margins spotted with white. In the figure the left wings represent
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the upper surface, while those of the right, which 
Fig. 44.

are slightly detached from the body, 
show the under surface. The two 
faces differ but very little in colour and 
markings. It appears on the wing a 
little later in the summer than archippui, 
and deposits its eggs on the willow, which 
is its favourite food plant. Mr. Riley 
says that it feeds on the poplar and also 
on the plum. Although the disipput 
butterfly resembles the archippus so 
closely in the winged state, in the earlier 
periods of its history it is very dis
similar.

The egg is well represented by Fig. 
45, and is a very beautiful and interest

ing object: a shows it highly magnified, while at c it is shown of natural size and in its na-
tural position on the wilb.w leaf. At d is 

? represented one of the minute cells of the 
| egg, very highly magnified, showing the lit- 
E tie threadlike processes which proceed from 
f each angle. Mr. Riley, who was the first 
| to observe this egg, thus describes it in his , 
I “ Third Annual Report," page 154. Length 

0 38 inch. Diameter at base about the 
_ same. Globular, with top often slightly 

py» depressed Hexagonally reticulate, the cells 
more or less regular, sunken so as to give 

the egg a thimble-like pitted appearance, and about ten of them in the longitudinal 
row, and thirty in the circumference. Covered with translucent filamentouss pines, 
arising from every reticulate angle and giving the egg a pubescent appearance. Each spine 
about as long as the cell is wide, those on the top being longest." He also says that the 
colour of the egg is at first pale yellow, but it soon becomes grey as the young larva within 
develops. These eggs are usually deposited singly near the tip of the leaf, generally on the 
underside, but sometimes on the upper side, and occasionally two or even three together.

The newly-hatched larva is nearly one tenth of an inch long, with a large yellowish brown 
head. The body is pale yellowish brown with darker streaks, and with a few pale'dots : nd warts, 
from which latter arise pale spines or bristles. In about a month from the time of hatching 
the larva becomes full grown, and appears as shown at a, Fig. 46, the following description 

Fig. 40. of the mature larva was published by ui
in the Can. Entomologist, vol. 1, p. 94. 
Found feeding on willow, July 24th. 
Length one inch and a quarter. Head 
rather large, flattened in front, strongly 
bi-Iobcd, pale green, with two dull white 
lines down the front, and roughened with 
a number of small green and greenish- 
white tubercles. Each lobe is tipped with 

V a green tubercle, or short horn.
6 The body above is dark rich green, 

with patches and streaks of dull white ; 
the second segment is smaller than the 
head, and its surface covered with many 
whitish tubercles : the third segment dull 

whitish green, raised considerably above the second, with a flat ridge above, having a long 
brownish horn on each side of it, thickly covered with very short white and brown spines ; 
fourth segment about the same as third, with the same kind of ridge above, with a small tu
bercle on each side, tipped with a bunch of short whitish spines j between the ridges on 
third and fourth segments are two small black dots above. Each segment from fifth to thir-
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teenth inclusive, has two tubercles, one on each side, and in a line with the lorm horn. ™ 
third segment, each crowned with a cluster of whitish snines • thp °“
twelfth segments are much larger than the others those on the eleventh and terminal «“e” 
ments next in size, those on the ninth smallest. The tubercles on the seventh eighth tentl" 
snd eleventh segments have a streak of white at their base, and each se-nnent khtnd fourtf 
excepting ninth, has several smaller tubercles of a bright blue colour A I irw wl.it- k “ tu of a siDeirly b"6 Wth0,C °fthe”inth and P-rt- of the ÿhïh andtnth stgSs" dtffî 

r'j CrthîMd'third and part of the fourth.eAwhi“stSfS 
tends along each side, close to the under surface, from the fifth segment to the end K.

sa ssxz

ing the gro 
snd do not

covers
!<

I

an

tb.t “ co,our. ®°me specimens being of a paler green lbs,

s P ÜfÆÆÆs3»*^ •bkh h“ ■*» litarf -

^ff^^^ctfûss-siîar»
o Fw LTf f ? harm while in this state of torpor, is thus described by Mr Riley

it rnllu t! ? VP end’ loav'Dg little else but the mid rib, as shown in Fig 46 d Finally
with sVk Tbe'bZl Pnnrt /tb,lade 10f;he>af int0 “ blinder, sewing the edges togethe^ 
of thp lo.if ba t P,nrtl0n of tbe cyl'nder is, of course, tapered to a point as the ed^es
leaf forms the° out side TtT tJ/g0ther> not 0Verj“Pped ; and invariably the lower side of the 
the llr™ ■! t d °f tbe house- 80 as to have its projecting mid-rib out of the wav of
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The Hellgrammite Flt (Corydalis comntus— Linn.).

•veTfound 1eia,binÜCttiWhiiCh '? “9* nnoonunon throughout Ontario, and whenever and wher-
hriré and foLhl îf ” oîP^78.tato «cites mùôTinrpnse and curiosity from its 
large size and formidable appearance ; it is not, however, in any way poisonous* as

first vnl of rrA ^ y. hasPu.bil^ed a verJ interesting account of this insect in the 
densed °* l“e ^metlcan Entomologist, from which most of the

Most aquatic larvae spend the period of their chrysalis state in the water and onl, 
emerge therefrom when ready to pass into the perfect or winged state ; but the inUjform

following remarks are OvU-
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ing the group to which this larva belongs, leave the'water while they are still in the larval state 
and do not usually become pupae for several days or even weeks thereafter. Hence the Creator

Fig. 47.
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to meet their necessities has given them a double system of respiration—-a set of gills to 
breathe with in the water, and a set of breathing holes, or spiracles, to breathe with upon
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land. In this larva the gills assume the form of paddle like appendages, and are placed one- 
pair upon each of the seven front segments of the abdomen, while the spiracles are arranged 
in the usual manner along the sides of the body. After leaving the water the larva crawls 
rapidly about, chiefly in the night time, in search of a safe and suitable place in which to 
spend the chrysalis stage of its existence, usually selecting the under surface of a flat board 
or log, or burrowing under some large stone. Before attaining its object it sometimes wan 
ders as much as a hundred feet from the water’s edue, and an instance is given of one which 
crawled up the wall to the roof of a one story building, and then tumbled accidentally down 
the chimney, to the great dismay of the good woman of the house. At this stage uf their 
existence they are sometimes used by fishermen for bait, and having a very tough skin, 
larva oiten suffices to catch several fish. They can pinch pretty sharply with “their strong 
jaws, and they use the processes at their tail to assist them in climbing.

After a suitable hiding place has been selected, the larva forms a rude cell in the earth, 
and here changes to an inactive chrysalis (see Fig. 47, b). In this figure the wing cases are 
slightly spread apart from the body to show their shape and structure, whereas in nature 

Fig. 49. 'hey are closely oppressed-to the sides of the body. The larva leaves the water usually 
about the beginning of June, and by the end of that month, or the beginning of 
July, the perfect insect bursts its bonds and appears in the winged state.

In this form it measures, when its wings are spread, from four and a half 
to five inches ; these, as shown in the figure, are gauze-like and covered with 
an intricate network of veins. The forewings are streaked with dark brown and 
sprinkled with whitish dots, of which latter there are also a few on the hind wings. 
The male—hig. 47, e—is remarkable for its enormous jaws, which are very 
long and hook like, while the female—Fig. 47, d and Fig. 48—has short jaws. 
The flies hide themselves in obscure holes and corners during the day and become 
active as the shades of evening gather. They frequently fly into houses situated 
near running water, soon after dusk, attracted probably by the light.

The eggs of the Hellgramite Fly—Fig. 49—are oval, about the size of a radish 
seed, and of a pule colour, with some dark markings. They are usually deposited 
in patches, upon reeds or other aquatic plants overhanging the water, where, when 
hatched, the young larvae may find ready access to that element which is destined 
to be its home until the end of the following spring.
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Introductory.
ish Hitherto, in our Annual Reports, we have devoted ourselves to the consideration of 

those numerous species of insects that inflict damage upon our crops, fruits and vegetables, 
while we have only incidentally drawn attention to those other species that 
uestroyers of their noxious fellows. We now propose to treat more especially of the latter 
class—our Insect Friends. We shall include amongst the number of these friends not 
merely those parasitic tribes whose special duty it is to keep in check the vegetable-feeding 
insects that would otherwise sweep everything away before them, but also those various other 
families that are directly useful to us from their products, or indirectly beneficial by acting 
as scavengers, removing nuisances, fertilizing plants, and performing other valuable offices. 
This is, indeed, a vast field of nature—one that we cannot traverse in a few pages or in a 
limited space of time; we must content ourselves, then, with taking one portion of it at a 
time and considering it somewhat in detail, in order to afford information that may be of 
to the reader. Where to begin, and what mode of division to select is not an easy matter to 
decide ; we think, however, that it will tend to simplicity, if we follow the natural orders 
into which insects are distributed, taking one at a time and selecting for consideration those 
families or tribes which are especially serviceable in their different ways. We shall thus not 
be confined to one form of service fulfilled by insects, but be presented with a variety in turn, 
and at the same time we shall be able to touch slightly upon a few of the leading distinctions 
upon which classification is based.

In order to render our arrangement intelligible to the ordinary non-Entomological reader 
it is advisable that we should give a brief account of the principal structural differences upon 
which the classification into Orders depends. In the first place, then, an Insect as the name 
implies (Latin :—in and seco I cut), is an animal whose body is divided into segments or 
rings, which are sometimes—as in wasps and hornets—almost entirely detached from each 
other, and cause the creature to appear as if cut in two. It thus belongs to that portion of 
the Animal Kingdom called the Articulata, the members of which have their bodies composed 
of short cylinders or annulations, jointed or articulated together. Insects may be distinguished 
from the Articulata by several characteristics. They breathe, for instance, not through 
their mouths, like the larger animals, nor yet through gills, like fish, but by means of spiracles 
or breathing holes in their sides, through which the air is drawn in and taken to all parts of 
the body- This mode of breathing distinguishes true insects from many kinds of animal»
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that arejsometimes included in the same class with them, such as crabs, lobsters, shrimps, etc., 
which breathe through gills, and spiders scorpions, etc., which have breathing sacs in the 
abdomen. The head of insects is distinct and more or less plainly separated from the rest of 
the body, thus differing again from crabs, scorpions and spiders. In their larval or grub 
itate insects have, in many cases, a large number of legs, even as many as twenty-two in the 
caterpillars, of some saw-flies, but in their perfect or winged state they never have more than 
six ; this limitation separates them from spiders, which have eight; Centipedes which have 
from thirty to forty or more, and Millipedes or thousand-legged worms, which have in some 
species as many as two hundred. Another marked characteristic of insects is their wonder
ful system of metamorphoses or changes of state (for instance, from egg to caterpillar, cater
pillar to chrysalis, and chrysalis to butterfly), ending, in the great majority of cases, in the 
acquisition of wings. A few other classes of animals undergo some metamorphoses,- in fact, 
if we include the embryo state, all do so,—but none of these attain to a winged form. Again, 
insects in their perfect or imogo condition uniformly possess a pair of those'very singular 
organs which we call feelers or Antennae (from the Latin Antenna, the yard of a ship’s mast), 
and which are not possessed by any of the numerous members of the spider family. Further
more insects have their six legs, referred to above, very highly organized, with numerous 
joints and applications to fit them for all manner of purposes, and very dificrent from th# 
mere bristle like appendages of many

To recapitulate, the distinguishing marks of an insect are briefly these:—1st. They 
have their bodies divided into segments ; 2nd. They breathe through openings in their sides 
(spiracles) from which proceeds trachea or windpipes ; 3rd. They have distinct heads, with 
jointed antenna ; 4th. V\ hen adult they have six articulated legs ; 5th. They go through a 
number of metamorphoses, ending in a winged state.

These are the fi ve grand characteristics of an insect proper ; any members of the animal 
kingdom that do not possess them we exclude from the class, and omit from our consideration 
in these Reports. Many authors, we are aware, take a somewhat different view of the limit* 
ot the class of insects, and—regarding Spiders, Scorpions, Mites, Centipedes, Millipedes, etc., 
as degraded forms of insects—include them in their Entomological systems. As we all 
agree, however, pretty much in our definition of an insect proper, it becomes merely a ques
tion of technicalities rather than one of practical moment, whether we include or exclude these 
lower and closely allied forms. For the sake of simplicity and of greater ease in imparting 
information, we prefer to adhere to the limitations that we have laid down. Any of our readers 
who desire to look further into the matter—and we trust there may be many—we would refer 

Packard s Guide to the Study of Insects as a convenient repertory of information gathered 
from the works of all the leading authorities upon the subject.

In the higher orders of animals—to quote an account that we wrote some years ago,—* 
while the internal anatomy is wonderfully complicated, the outward appearance is com par» 
tively simple and plain ; all the works of the intricately constructed machine are concealed 
from view, a few primary < rgans only being apparent to the sight. In insects the case is just 
the reverse. The internal organs are few in number and simple in construction ; while the 
external parts are particularly numerous, and marvellously varied to suit the special ends of 
the almost infinite number of differing species. To ihe student of Entomology this is a man
ifest advantage, as with the aid of a magnifier he is enabled to observe and note most of the 
various parts, or trace out their special uses, without having to resort to the dissectioj of the 
object. The great majority are on the surface, and if we give them a little careful examina
tion and patient study we shall soon learn a great deal about them. The most obvious part* 
of an insect, when closely examined are: 1st : the Head and its appendages ; 2nd : the Thorax 
to which are attached the wings and feet ; aud 3rd. the Abdomen, which is composed of several 
joints or segments and which is usually terminated bv the organs of generation, or a sting or 
other instrument.

When we look at the head of a quadruped, we see that it is very small compared with 
the rest ot the body, and that it exhibits only a pair of eyes and nostrils, a mouth, ears, and 
sometimes horns or tusks. A bird’s head, again, displays still less, little more being seen 
than a pair of eyes and a beak. Rut take up an insect and examine its head with a lens, or, 
if it be a large specimen, even with the naked eye, and what a complicated structure do you
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etc., behold ! Eyes there are, big and little , antennse or horns ; mouth with jaws above and jaw» 
below, pairs of feelers or palpi, perhaps a sucker, or possibly a set of lancets ; instruments for 
observation, instruments of defence,instruments for taking food, all grouped together in a very 
small space,and constructed in the most wonderful variety of ways. Compare a few insectsof dif
ferent orders together, and the wonder is still greater. Look at the head of the large Pine- 
borer beetle, with its powerful jaws and antennae twice the length of its body, then at the • 
Dragon fly with its scarcely perceptible antennae,but with eyes that almost surround it; look 
again at a large Hawk-moth, with its beautiful feather-like antennae, and its coiled up sucker 
that will unr 11 to more than the length of its great body ; now turn to a grasshopper, a fly, 

bug and see what a change—what a variation of organs is to be seen ! To recount all 
these differences of form, structure, size, colour,clothing, etc. ,woujd occupy volumes, without 
even saying a word about their objects and offices. We must be content, then, with consider
ing the organs as they are common to all, and only obsefve, for the present, the variation» 
that distinguish the several grand orders of insects, leaving out of sight the minor difference» 
that arc peculiar to species, genera, or even families.

The Head of an insect — to come to particulars—is a hard, somewhat rounded skull ; 
having an opening in front for the mouth and its group of organs, On each side.it has a 
fixed, immoveable eye, of large size and complex structure, between which are sometimes two, 
or often three, tiny little eyes, each consisting of a single lens. Close to the large eyes are two 
moveable jointed organs, called antennæ, of endless variety of form, size and structure, 
whose exact uses have long been a puzzle to naturalists. The front part of the head is often 
separated by a seam from the rest of the skull (especially in Beetles), and is then called the 
Cly/ieus or shield ; this part often bears a horn or knobs. The under surface of the head is 
called the throat, and is divided into various parts, each with its particular name, in the dif
ferent orders of insects. The head is connected behind with the thorax, sometimes by a very 
slender neck, sometimes by a barely perceptible division.

The organs of the mouth, though varying very much in form, are yet constructed 
principle. They consist of six principal organs, two on each side of the opening, one above, 
and one below. The upper one is the upper lip (labrum) ; the h wer the under lip : the upper 
pair of side organs are the upper jaws or mandibles; the lower pair themavillœ or lower jaws:

»» Each of the lower jaws has attached to it one, or two, jointed organs or feelers, called palpi, 
and the under lip has also a pair of these feelers. The jaws, it should be noticed, move side
ways, not up and down. There are two principal modes in which the foed-obtaining organ» 
are employed, the operation of which is vastly different, and causes an enormous change in 
form and structure. When the »ide pieces of the mouth are short, apart from each other, 
and have a horizontal motion, the action produced is biting, as in a beetle ; but when these 
side pieces are elongated, pressed close to each other, and have a longitudinal motion, the action 
produced is sucking, as in a butterfly. According to these modes of action, insects are divided 
into two grand classes, called in English, Biting Insects and Suctorial Insects ; any classifica
tion based upon this difference, must, however, be confined to insects in their perfect form 
since caterpillars, for instance, have jaws for biting, which are transformed into a spiral 
sucking-tube when the insect becomes a moth or butterfly.

In Biting Insects the upper lip is a fl it plate closing the mouth above ; the upper pair of 
jaws or mandibles are of a hard, horny consistency, and are furnished with teeth for biting 
and gnawing the food ; these teeth are portions of the jaw itself, not separate in any way. 
The lower pair of jaws or maxillæ, are modified in many ways which it wou’il be tjdious to 
particularize here ; and the lower lip is still more complicated, and subject to great variations. 
In bees, the lower jaws and lip form together a sucking apparatus, while the form of the upper 
biting jaws causes them to be included among the biting insects. .The accompanying large 
wood-cut, (Fig. 50) of a highly magnified beetle, exhibits all the various parts of the mouth of 
a biting insect, as well as the legs, abdomen and other parts of the under surface. The 
dearness of the illustration renders much description superfluous.
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In Suctorial Insects there is a wonderful 'diversity ofTgtructure. Bugs, for instance, have the 
twopairsof side-pieces lengthened out into slender lancet-like organs for piercing,the whole being 
enclosed in the fleshy elongated lower lip,which acts as a sucker. (Fig. 51 a.) In Flies,also,the five 

fig. 61. jupper organs are turned into lancets sheathed tin the fleshy sucker of the
4b n ower lip ; this structure is especially seen in the fierce, blood-thirsty
m tVr Horse-fly (Tabanus) ; in the common House-flies the lancets are want-
■1 ing. In Butterflies and Moths the lower jaws are greatly elongated
K into a delicate instrument for sucking, which is coiled up and hidden
I /W\ from sight when the insect is at rest, but is thrust out and extended

j to the bottom of long-throated flowers when in action. (Fig. 52.) In all
these cases the palpi, or mouth-feelers, also are variously modified. The

J other organs 
of the mouth 
about which 
we need 00» 
now speak in 
particular are 
the antennae, 
and the differ 
ent kinds of 
eyes.

i

MlFig. 62.

We have 
just now spo
ken of insects 
as being divi
ded into two
great sections 
according to

the structure of the mouth in the perfect insects, viz ;Ç/SuctorialT(fltfus(eWafo) and Biting 
(Mandibulata). These sections are further subdivided into seven Orders, depending upon the 
structure of the wings. We shall briefly recount the special characteristics of each Order, 
and then turn from what we fear are dry, even though necessary, details to the considera
tion of our proper subject—Beneficial Insects.

There is an immense difference of opinion among Naturalists with regard to the arrange
ment of these Orders, but as this is a question that does not concern us in these Reports we 
shall not enter into it, but merelv content ourselves with following here the series adopted by 
Dr. Packard.

Order 1. Hymenoptera. (Greek : Hitmen a membrane,and Pteron,awing). Includes Bees, 
Wasps, Sawflies, Ants, Ichneumons, etc. Four membranous wings, with few veins or nervules ; 

Fig. 53. the hind pair usually the 
smaller. Fig. 53 represents a 
Saw-fly and its larva; Fig. 
64 a magnified Ichneumon.

Fig. 64.

*4

3

f

Order 2. Lepidoptera. (Greek : Lepis a scale, and Pteron a wing). Includes Butterflies 
(Fig.55.) and Moths. (Fig 56.) Membranous wings, generallyjour, entirely covered with scales, 
antennae almost always composed of numerous minute joints. Butterflies may bedistinguished 
from moths by their club-shaped anteunæ.the latter have these organs of very various forms,but 
never clubbed or thickened at the extremity. The larvae are usually called caterpillars (Fig. 67),
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Fig. 68. Fig. 56. Order I 

Fig. 63

If
I3g. 67. and are so familiar to every one that we need not enter into any dee 

eriptwn of them ; they may be distinguished from the false caterpillars 
ot 6aw-flies by never having more than eight pairs of 
yEs' Tlle PuPa is usually termed a chrysalis 

58), and sometimes is protected by

winged flies, 
finely reticul 
work of vein 
furnished wit

Fig. 68.

a cocoon.

Order 3. Diptera. (Greek : (Dis twice ; Ptrrnn a wing). In- 
,, fl "deS ,the c°mmon Horse, and Flesh-flies, Gnats, Mosquitoes, Crane- 
, / flies etc. Two wings .only apparent, the hinder pair being in a rudi

mentary condition, and represented by what are termed ‘haltères,’ poisers 
or balancers (Figs. 59 and GO). The larva, are usually destitute of 
teet,and are called ' Maggots*’ some,however, as the mosquitoes are aqua- 
hi ?ct‘£e|yloe°m°<ive. This order, as well as the two preceding, 
Delongs to the Suctorial or Haustellate section of Insects.
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Fig. 59-
Order 4. Colboptera. (Greek : 

Coleos a sheath, and Fterov. a wing). 
Includes all the various tribes of bee
tles. Four wings usually present, 
the anteri. r pair of which are harden
ed and thickened so as to resemble 
the substance of the head and thorax, 
and are n< t adapted for flight, but 
form protecting cases (called elytra) 
for the ample hind wings, concealed 
beneath them. Fig. 61 represents a 
perfect beetle fc), the larva (a) and 
pupa (6). The mouth is always fur-

Fig. 61.

Fig. 60.

I
X
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nished with jaws for biting.
Order 5. Hemiptera. (Greek :9Hemi 

half, and Pteron a wing.) Includes Bugs, Plant 
lice, boat-flies, Cicadas, Cochineal Insects, &c., 
Four wings, the anterior pair of which are stiff 
and. hard like those of the beetles, for about half 
their length, while the remainder is thin andi 
membranous ; the hinder pair are also

Fig. 62.

a

Lmem- 
The mouth isbra nous, 

furnished with a sucker or 
beak, through which they 
imbibe the fluids, animal or 
vegetable, upon which they 
live. (Figs. 62 and 63).
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Order 6. Ortho ptera. (Greek: Orthos straight, and Pteron

Mouth furnished with strong jaws for biting and masticating ^

(Greek : Neuron a nerve, aud 
Pteron a wing). Includes Dra
gon-flies (Fig. 64), May-flies,

. . Caddis-flies, Termites, Lace-
winged flies, etc., Four thin, glassy wings, very Ê 
finely reticulated, or covered with a fine net- * 
work of veins or nerves. The mouth is usually 
furnished with biting jaws.

a wing.) Includes
Fig. 63.r 1 ■g.
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it supposed to pass through its pupa state in the ground during the winter, appearing in the 
beetle form early in the following spring.

The beetles, of which over one hundred different species are known to inhabit North Amer
ica and about a dozen have been found in Canada, are provided with sharp cuttingjaws,three 
pairs of long slender legs, which enable them to run with great rapidity, and a pair of mem
braneous wings, concealed beneath the handsome wing-covers when not in use. They feed 
upon small insects of every description, and must destroy incalculable numbers. The accom- 

Fig. fifi. panying figures of some of our cqmmpflcsC species will enable the reader to 
recognize them without difficulty. asilco. //•doA'

Fig. 66 represents thecommon Tiger beetle (Cicindela wt^graràySay), which 
is found iiLgreat.numbers,.aU avet XMa3a~and the United States. It is a 
little over half an inch long, and about half as broad,of a dull purplish colour 
above, and a bright brassy green beneath. On each wing cover above are 
three whitish lines of irregular shape, as seen in the figure. It is very com 
mon on roads and sandy banks throughout the summer.

Fig. 67 represents the purple Tiger-beetle (C.purpurea, very hand
some metallic purple beetle, nearly the same size as the preceding, in com
pany with which it is often found. Sometimes it is greenish instead of pur
ple. This is one of the first beetles to come out in the spring. We have 
Fig 68. taken it in numbers in April, and 

March, before the snow had all gone.
Fig. 68. The hairy-necked Tiger-beetle, (C, hir!icolli,i,S&yj 

is another common species that tears a general resemblance to 
C. vulgaris though smaller, and with the neck covered with whitish 
hair, as the name implies.

A most beautiful species is the Six-spotted Tiger-beetle. 
(C.sex-puttata, Fabr.), a most brilliant metallic green insect, with 
six tiny white spots on its wing-covers. It is sometimes found 
in gardens, but more usually in partially shaded places, where it 
chooses as its post of observation some projecting stone or log.

Fig. 6T once as early as the 17th of

It is rather difficult to capture, being exceedingly active in its habits, and 
is pot nearly so common as the preceding species.

Fig. 69 represents another very handsome and rather larger species 
which is occasionally found in Canada. As all these beetles live upon other 
insects, and devour enormous numbers of those that are injurious to us, we 
beg that our readers, one and all, will abstain from ruthlessly trampling 
them under foot in the future, and will rather encourage them about their 
farmland gardens.*

- Fig. 69.

2. Carnivorous Ground Beetles. (Carabidtr).

Next of the Tiger-beetles comes the family of the Carnivorous 
Ground Beetles (Carabidai). Under this general name are included a 

very large number of different genera and species, which are found all over the 
world and in all sorts of situations. In Canada we have over forty genera and an immense 
variety of species already known to our Entomologists, and more are added to the listeveryyear. 
Some of the species are the most difficult to determine of all our beetles, and afford an intri
cate puzzle to the student ; the general features of the whole family can, however, be easily 
learnt from a few specimens, descriptions and illustrations of which we now proceed to place 
before the reader.

* To avoid misapprehension we would state that in this account of the Tiger Beetle, and in those 
that follow, we have quoted freely from our own contributions to the Canada Farmer. As our articles ire 
scattered over a number of volumes and have not been published in consecutive fern, we thiak me apology 
is needed for their partial reproduction here.
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in the
Tig. TO. The largest and handsomest member of the family is

same general shape as the following species, but no wood- 
cut can convey an idea of its exceeding beauty and bril
liance of colour. The head and thorax are dark purplish 
black, the latter with a greenish coppery margin ; the wing 
covers (elytra) are bright and shining green, with fine Ion- 
gitudinal lines and scattered punctures, and abroad, coppery 

vv re.^ margin > the under-side is deep shining green varied 
X„ Wlth coppery markings: the legs are blackish-brown, in 

lights deep purple. This magnificent beetle, as its 
name implies, feeds upon caterpillars, especially the obnox
ious canker-worm of the United States, sometimes even 
ascending trees for the purpose ; its larva (or grub) has also ’ 

Celonrs, Metallic Green, Purple the same useful propensities. It is rather a rare insect in 
°PPer Canada, though found occasionally in mostpartsof Ontario-

Pig. 71. collectors of insects can'often find specimens in summer after a southerly
1 / ^e,on the^outSLshnie xif. Toronto Island, which is a famous place for
-jL taf obtaining rare beetles that have been drowned in the lake and washed

ashore by the waves.
W Another caterpillar-hunter, (Fig. 71), belonging to the same genus

M „ Precetlln"> 18 quite a common insect in Canada, and can be found 
/H| \ ‘v vay j”d June under logs or 8tone8»as lon'g as the ground is moist ; in
/ the hot dry weather itis not so readily met with. It is called the hot
« (HHJ 1 or glowing Calosoma (C.Calulum, Fabr.) from the appearance of the 

wing-covers, which are black with six rows of bright coppery impressed 
JT V sPot8’ thus bearing a fanciful resemblance to a vessel of coals with a

X perforated cover. Its general colour is shining black,unrelieved except
by the spots just mentioned ; still it is a handsome beetle, though not to be compared to the 
breoeding species. Like its congener, it devours caterpillars with avidity, both in its larval 

and perfect states, and is a capital hand at reducing the numbers of 
those horrid pests, the cut-worms ; we usually transport a number of 
these big beetles into our garden every spring to keep down these out- 
ters-oE of our young cabbage plants.

The next large beetle of this family to which we would draw at
tention, is the murky ground beetle (Harpalux Calir/inoms, Say) ; it is 
entirely of a dull black colour, and may be readily recognized from Fig.
72. We beg our readers to take particular notice of this figure, as 

♦here are a very large number of beetles of the same general shape and 
structure, though usually smaller, that prey upon other insects and are 
consequently useful to man. Any dark-brown, black, green or metallie 
coloured beetles of this shape,that are found under chips, or stones in 
damp places, or running in grass, may be safely considered as belonging 

to this family, and therefore be treated with kindness and conside
ration ; it always gives us a pang of regret to find the crushed 
body of one of these beetles lying by the way side, where it has 
been ruthlessly trampled under foot by some ignorant “ lord of 
creation.” The particular species here referred to is stated by Mr. 
Riley to be a formidable enemy of that western plague, the Colora
do potato beetle ; it is also satisfactory to learn that an allied spe- 
oies (ff. Pensylvanicus,De Geer ?) a very common insect in Canada, 
is a merciless devoureroT thè'plum oüreulio' Fig. 73 represent» 
the perfect insect, and Fig. 74 the larva.
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A much smaller but very peculiar 
genus of beetles, is called the Bombardier «y '
(Brathinus,) from its extraordinary power Y) f 
of discharging from its tail end a very pun- [ \ V/
gent fluid, accompanied by a report (re- MdB 
sembling the sound phut) and some smoke- I 
like vapour; this fluid, which resembles L_ 
nitric acid in its effects, and makes a stain

on the fingers that will last for several days, is no doubt intended 
for its defence against more powerful beetles. Fig. 75 represents 
one of these beetles (B fumans Linn.) ; its head, thorax, and legs are yellowish- 
red, and its wing-covers dark blue. Like other ground beetles, it may be found 
under sticks and stones in the spring, and in similar hiding-places on the damp 
margin of rivers during the hot summer months. There are quite a number of 
different species of this genus in Canada, but all are very much alike.

It would be almost an endless task to go through the list of species of this 
family, but we trust that the examples now given will be sufficient to enable our 
readers to recognize these friendly beetles, and save them from being doomed to 
a pitiless destruction, that knows no difference between friend and foe.

Fig. 74.

-t

Fig. 75.

n
3. Water Beetles (Dytisddœ, Gyrinùlœ éc.)

After the carnivorous Ground Beetles, we come, in the ordinary classification of insects 
to a large group that live almost entirely in or upon the water. Some of them live on the 
surface of lakes, ponds and pools ; o.hers prefer clear running streams ; others, again, the 
muddy bottoms of half stagnant pools.

This group is divided into two principal families, the “diving-beetles” (Dytiscidœ), and 
the “whirligigs" (Gyrinidæ). They are all more or less insectivorous, both in their larval 
and perfect state, and hence beneficial. As their food, however, consists mainly of insects 
that inhabit the water, and which are either similar in their food and habits to their destroy
ers, or live upon water plants of no particular value, it can hardly be said that they are bene
ficial to the farmer or fruit-grower ; still, as they are not noxious and are certainly useful in 
their own sphere, we shall go on to describe them, and implore that their lives may be spared 
from the destruction so universally dealt out to the poor insects.

The Diving-beetles (Dytiscidœ) are mostly large-sized insects of an oval flattened shape, 
generally of a dark brown, olive, or blackish colour, and often with a margin and other mark 
ings of yellowish. Their legs are specially adapted for swimming, being large and oar-like, 
and covered with long hairs ; the hinder pair are very much flattened, also, so as to give a 
propelling stroke. When they rise to the surface to take in a fresh supply of air—a silver
like bubble of which may generally be seen attached to their hinder extremities—they appear 
to come up merely from being specifically lighter than the water ; but when they dive or swim 
through the liquid, which they do with great swiftness, they move by means of regular and 
successive strokes of their oar-like legs. When at rest upon the surface they extend these 
legs at right angles with the body, generally with the head under water and the tip of the 
abdomen above, enabling them to draw in air to the spiracles beneath the wing-covers. They 
inhabit stagnant pools in preference to running water, and are very voracious in their habits, 
attacking and devouring other denizens of the water, even occasionally preying upon very 
young fish. We have kept a specimen for many weeks in a glass jar of water, and watched 
its graceful movements and curious habits with much interest ; it fed greedily upon house
flies, aphides, etc., with which we supplied it.

Their larvae are called “water tigers” from their ferocity ; they are long and cylindri
cal, with large flattened heads, armed with scissors-like jaws, by means of which they 
seize other insects, and, it is said, “snip off the tails of the tadpoles! "Their body termi
nates in a pair of long tubes through which they inhale the needful supply of air. When 
about to transform they creep into the earth near by, and make a round cell, inside of 
which they assume the pupa state, the perfect beetle appearing in two or three weeks, if in 
summer, but not till the following spring if in the autumn. We have sometimes seen 
little pools of water in the spring perfectly swarming with these and other larvae.
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The whirligigs (Gyrinidœ) must be familiar to every one. They are those litttle black 
beetles that one sees so often in groups on the surface of water, whirling and circling about 
in every direction with great rapidity. “ When thus occupied their motions are so exceed
ingly quick that the eye is perplexed in following them, and dazzled by the brilliancy of their 
wing-cases, which glitter like bits of polished silver or burnished pearl. On approaching 
them thev instantly take alarm and dive beneath the surface, carrying with them a little 
bubble of air, which glitters like a drop of quicksilver, and is attached to the posterior por
tion of their bodies. Sometimes they may be taken flying, their large wings enabling them 
to change their abode without difficulty, when the drying up of their native pool compels 
them to migrate. This enables us to account for the occasional discovery of these insects in 
small puddles of newly-fallen rain-water. The structure of the short hind legs, and espe
cially of the curious branched tarsi, must be examined in endeavouring to account for the 
singular motions of these insects ; the assembling together of which has been regarded by 
some writers as resulting purely from a strong social influence, and by others as indicating 
no closer bond than that of animals congregating round their common food. That the food 
of the Gyrmidae consists of small dead floating insects, I have ascertained ; but I would fur- * 
thcr suggest that, being produced on the same spot, as is the case with the swarms of midtres 
they are influenced in some degree by the common desire of continuing their species. I have 
often observed that, in their gyrations, they hit against one another. In dull and inclement 
weather they betake themselves to quiet places, under bridges, or beneath the roots of trees 
growing at the water’s edge. When touched they emit a disagreeable odour, arising from a 
milky fluid, which is discharged from the pores of. different parts of the body. The remark
able structure of the eyes, which, unlike those of most insects, consist of two distinct pairs 
one on the upper and the other on the lower surface of the head, must be greatly service
able to the insect in the peculiar situation in which it is generally observed, and whereby it 
is enabled to see objects beneath it in the water, and above it in the air.” (Westwood). They 
are all of a broad, oval form, generally of polished black colour, with broad oar-like hind 
tarsi and long slender fore-feet, used in seizing their prey. They vary in size from about 
one-fifth to half an inch in length.

Besides the Diving-beetles and the Whirligigs, there is yet another great family of 
aquatic beetles, which belong to a different sub-tribe of this order of insects ; its members are 
termed “Water Lovers,” (Hydrophilidœ) from their habits.

The members of this family live either in the water, or on the damp margins and shores 
of streams and ponds ; they are carnivorous in the larval state, but as beetles they feed upon
refuse and decaying vegetable matter, thus uniting the qualities of the two families already
noticed, and those of the scavenger beetles, which we purpose bringing before the reader by 
and by. A considerable number of these “Water Lovers” are found in Canada; some of 
the species attain a very large size, while others are quite minute, and not to be discerned 
without close observation. As these creatures are not of any very general interest, we may 
dismiss them from our notice and pass on to the more conspicuous and note-worthy Carrion 
i>66tl68.

4. Burying and Carrion Beetles. (Silphidce).
These curious and interesting creatures belong to the family Süphidœ; they are dis- 

tingmshed by the flattened form of their bodies, their knobbed antennte, their habits, and 
the black nauseous fluid they discharge when handled. Their grand duty is to remove 
from the surface of the earth all dead or putrefying animal matter, which would other
wise become noxious and offensive. They are usually found in or close to carrion of all 
sorts, though sometimes they devour putrid fungus ; occasionally we have taken them on 
the wing, and have even found them attracted by light into our rooms in summer. The 
bilphidœ are divided into several genera, the chief of which are Necrophorua, including the 
i xton or Burying Beetles, and Silpha, the Carrion Beetles ; both of these genera are well 
represented in Canada.

The Sexton Beetles (Necrophorus), in spite of their loathsome occupation, are decid- 
edly handsome insects. Their usual colour is deep shining black, variegated with rich 
orange-red spots ; beneath they are frequently ornamented with yellowish silken hair like 
that of a Humble-bee ; their antennae are very remarkable, consisting of a jointed stem 
terminated by a rose-coloured or orange knob composed of four little cups or plates piled
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mmcanus,(Ohv., ; it is nearly an inch and a half long, deep black, ornamented above 

yellow' ETSTbiS* “ ‘h0'*1’ “d »nd '•«“‘l with light
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lays. Of course this quantity was much more than sufficient for the nourishment nf tUv

ïSixxr.:ssfflà€:ixxyœj is »£S£sr
the SextonTt T 7™ ‘W ^ u8eful feature. It does not buryTfZl like

pansion ot its thorax in the form of an ancient semi-circular shield, of a cream v whit, 
colour, ornamented in the middle with a device somewhat in the form of aTo“s \£
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To quote the word» of Kirby and Spence (Introduction, Letter ix.),—“How disgusting 
to the eye, how offensive to the smell, would be the whole face of nature, were the vast 

of excrement daily falling to the earth from the various animals which inhabit it, 
until gradually dissolved by the rain, or decomposed by the elements !suffered to remain

That it does not thus offend us, we are indebted to an inconceivable^ost of insects which 
attack it the moment it falls ;
eggs from which are soon hatched larvae that concurln the same office with tenfold 
city ; and thus every particle of dung, at least of the most offensive kinds, speedily swarms 
with inhabitants which consume all the liquid and noisome particles, leaving nothing but 
the undigested remains, that soon dry and are scattered by the winds, while the grass 
upon which it rested, no longer smothered by an impenetrable mass, springs up with in
creased vigour.” The insects that engage in this work belong to many different tribes, 
chiefly pertaining to the orders of beetles and flies (Diptera). A large proportion of the 
former come in natural sequence almost immediately after the Carrion Beetles already de 
scnbed, and may, therefore, be fitly reviewed here. To give a complete account of all the 
different families of beetles that belong to the hordes of scavengers, would be a long, and > 

to the general reader—by no means an interesting proceeding ; we shall, therefore, con
tent ourselves with describing the peculiarities in structure and habits of the 
sorts.
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numerous family that we come to, includes all those species of 
beetles, called in England “Rove-beetles” or “Cock-tails" (Staphylinidœ). They are readily 
distinguished from all the other families by their peculiarly long and narrow bodies, flattened 
form and very short wing-covers, (elytra) which only cover one or two segments of the abdo
men, instead of almost the whole of it, as is the general rule with beetles. These short wing-
covers give the insect somewhat the appearance of wearing a boy’s short jacket, instead of a
long coat ; notwithstanding their brevity, however, they completely conceal and keep out of 
the way the ample membranous wings, which, when not in use for flight, are beautifully 
tucked away beneath them. The long uncovered abdomen is capable of being moved in dif
ferent directions, and is employed by the creature in folding and unfolding its wings. When 
irritated or alarmed it cocks its tail over its back, and assumes a ludicrously threatening 
aspect: it also possesses the power, probably for defence, of protruding at will two vesicles 
from the extremity of the abdomen, which emit a very unpleasant, and sometimes indescrib 
ably fetid odour.
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The chief food of these insects, both in the larval and perfect states, consists of decaying 
animal and vegetable matters ; in early summer every piece of dung that falls to the earth 
speedily swarms with them, and in the autumn they are equally numerous in fungi, agarics, 
etc. _ Some species are also carnivorous, feeding upon other insects ; in England a large 
species, commonly called the Devil’s Coach Horse, (Georins olens) devours large numbers 
ot the destructive Ear-wig (Forjicula). “On the least approach of danger,” Westwood re
lates, this insect, like the rest of the group, immediately puts itself into a most ferocious- 
looking posture of defence, throwing the tail over the head like a scorpion, protruding the 
anal vesicles, elevating its head and widely opening its long and powerful jaws.’’

Upwards of four hundred species of this family of beetles are found in North Amer- 
tca, and of these, one hundred and five species have been taken in Canada. Many more 
undoubtedly remain to be found and described when collectors pay more attention to the 
minuter forms of insect life. Eight hundred species have been described as found in 
England alone. In tropical climates they are very rare ; their places as insect-scavengers 
being supplied by the excessively abundant ante and termites.

6. Dung Beetles (Scarabœidæ, etc).
• ™em*,ers ^e family to which we have now come,and to which wehave given the 

title of “Dung-beetles,” for want of a better, have been objects of peculiar interest to man
kind for many thousand years, and will, no doubt, continue;» attract the attention of all 
observers ofnature as long as the world lasts. Were it not for their extraordinary habit» 
and for the reverence which was accorded to some of them in ancient times, these crea
tures—like the preceding family—would be simply disgusting to us, even though of gieit 
value m the economy of nature.
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Every one has, no doubt, heard of the Sacred Beetle of the Egyptians, which was 
worshipped by them as a god, and reverenced in various ways. It was called the Scara- 
bæus, and belongs to the tribe we are now considering. “Hor-apollon”—according to 
Louis Figuier—“the learned commentator on Egyptian hieroglyphics, thinks that this 
people, m adopting the Scarabæus as a religious symbol, wished to represent at once an 
unique birth a father—the world—a man. The unique birth means that the Scarabæus has 
no mother. A male wishing to procreate, said the Egyptians, takes the dung of an ox 
works itup into a ball and gives it theshape of the world,rolls it with its hind legs from thé
east to the west, and places it in the ground, where it remains twenty-eight days. The
twenty-ninth day it throws its ball, now open, into the water, and there comes forth a male 
Scarabæus. This explanation shows also why the Scarabæus was employed to represent at 
the same time a father, a man and the world. There were, however, according to the same au
thor, three sorts of Scarabæi ; one was in the shape of a cat, and threw out brightly shining 
rays (probably the Golden Scarabæus), the others had two horns (Copris).’’

There is a colossal granite figure of a Scarabæus brought from Egypt in the British 
Museum, and other smaller representations that we have seen appear to have been worn as 
amulets, suspended from necklaces or bracelets. It is supposed by some that the plague of 
‘‘flies inflicted upon this people in the days of Moses consisted of swarms of this beetle, th~~ 
rendering the object of their superstitious worship a means of punishment ; but we 
hardly think that so innocent and harmless
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, , creature, in other respects, would have been
chosen by the Almighty for such a purpose ; we do not, however, insist upon any particular 
view oi the subject, as so little is told us id the pages of holy writ. - vvv. ' '

In Canada we have one species (Canthon lœvisï\Prurv,) which bears a strong resemblance 
to the Egyptian Scarabæus in appearance and habits, it is not very common, (mt is, however, 
generally distributed throughout the Province of Ontario. There are also several species of an
other genus (Copris), which possess similar habits but differ in their striated wing-covers and 
in the extraordinary curved horn with which the head of the males is armed. A remarkable 
peculiarity of these insects exists in the structure and situation of the hind legs, which are 
placed so near the extremity of the body and so far frum each other, as to give the insect a 
most extraordinary appearance whilst walking. This peculiar formation is, however, par- 
ticularly serviceable to its possessors in rolling the balls of excrementitious matter in which 
they enclose their eggs. These balls are at first irregular and soft, but by degrees, and by 
continued rolling, they become rounded and harder, they are propelled by means of the hind 
legs, and the insects occasionally mount on the top, when they find a difficulty in urging them 
along ; probably in order to destroy the equilibrium. Sometimes these balls are an inch and 

ulf in diameter; andin rolling them along the beetles stand almost upon their heads, with 
their heads turned away from the balls. These manœuvres have for their object the burying 
of the balls in holes, which the insects have previously dug for their reception ; and it is 
upon the dung thus deposited that the larvæ feed when hatched (MaoLeay). These rhinoceros 
or unicorn beetles—as they may be termed—frequently fly into houses through open windows, 
when attracted by light in the warm summer evenings. They are especially abundant on 
sandy soils.

a

» h

Another family of Dung-beetles (Geotrupidœ) performs a similar important part in the 
economy of nature, by feeding upon and burrowing under newly fallen dung. Its species, 
however, do not make up pellets and roll them along the ground, as those above mentioned, 
but content themselves with sinking shafts immediately under the mass of excrement, and 
there hoarding up the supply of food for their young. They are much more common in ’ this 
country than the preceding, and may often be observed on*a warm summer’s evening, when 
the shadows are growing long, hovering about the droppings of some horse or cow, and pre- 
paring to do their part in the removal of a nuisance, and the fertilization of the earth.

Yet another family (Aphodiidce) must be briefly noticed, before we leave these useful 
creatures. One species is almost the first beetle to greet us in early spring, as it flies about 
the manure of the hot-l^ed, and expands its ooral-red wing-covers to the sun. It is the 

^f^£l^usfmeüiriusjLionj andis.common in England as well as in Canada. Another tiny 
,species (A.tnqitiiiaéus, Pab.H swarms in the spring along the highway», resembling a fly as 

vtohovers in the air, but easily distinguished when captured in the hand, or otherwise arrest- 
Wedinitsflight; both of them feed upon horse-dung. The species of this family are es

pecially numérotai in the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere, and devote them
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!nlmS,unlNCl^t0 th° e?fUIn1Pt!on1 and rcm°val of the excrement of the larecr herbivorous 
animals. Need wo say that they should, on no account, be destroyed Î

7. Luminous Insects (Lampyridir).
... n*? reou,ar or(lcr of> families of beetles, according to the generally received clas-ifioa

justly dreaded Wire-worms. The first family of common insects that 
lumpyriifo aftCr< ie8c’ 11 ro the Fire flies—luminous insects of the family

In tropical conatries the tire-flies bo'ong to two very different 
families of beetles, the Llateridæ and the -ampyridæ, but in Canada

myriads of the latter “onrTpfi™1^ ^ thePforn,er ure very rire indeed, though we have 
K I » • , 0ur fire'files> m tlie perfect state, are soft flattened beetles with thehead a most entirely concealed under the projecting hood formed by the KS thev
^encraJly of pale colours, though sometimes black. They are voracious in their habits • feed- 
in in the larval state, upon earth-worms and soft-bodied insects The li„ht ,k

from these organs, so remarkably rich in tracheae, is undoubtedly the result of a combustion

-exhibit!!,iT fira<flrs an ’,no doubt- IH-'rfectly familiar with the sparkling intermittent li-ht 
exhibited by fire flies on damp summer evenings. They am>ear to l a r if-
mistnre, fre^uenthg tow marshy grounds and river bottoms in myriads whd^ they but oc 
cason.dly visit the drier air of high ground. We have sometimes seen them in teJofthou 
Ltd ’ 7 milllons. when driving at night along some sequestered country road bordered by

««’Sr sïïl: ?r.^rrs;p ,tv:,k! i

thug describes the appearance of these creatures in tropical America .- 7

arc

escence

** Soon did night display
More wonders than it veiled ; innumerous tribes 
r rom the wood cover swarm’d and darkness made 
Thmr beauties visible ; one while they stream'd 
A bnght blue radiance upon flowers that closed 
1 heir gorgeous colours from the eye of day •
N ow motionless and dark, eluded search, 
Self-shrouded ; and anon, starring the akv 
Rise like a shower of fire. "

In England they have but one species of luminous insect, well known under the'
“ T jf ,.? °,W"7Cr.m' Th? Cemalca of thla iDae°t are long, flat, soft wormlike creatures 
quite destitute of wings ; emitting usually a pale steady light from the extremity of the ah’
fJehfni w°ni, ‘hC °^Cr haLnd p0saess °°mPlete winga and wing covers and are but
feebly luminous We have taken them in early summer in the long dampYrm bLiido
The8, LWL'tn lLanCaïblre’ wl,®re.theirntiny Hght attracted us from some little distal 
Ihcy did not, however, appear to be at all common.

In this country both sexes of the fire flies are fully winded and hath
bntn y,lamm0Ut Tbe Jar'!8e also. of 8everal species possess the”property of emitting light 
bat of those wo have rarely obtained specimens. In 18Ü8 wo obtam.d a romarÆ£îâ
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which in all probability belonged to the genus “ Melanactes” of the Elater family. “ Its 
general colour, (as we described at the time in the Canadian Entomologist, vol. 1. page 2) 
was a dark drab, the posterior angles of each segment, the softer connecting portion between 
the segments and the under side of the body being very much paler, ana of a somewhat 
dirty yellow hue ; on each side there is a deeply impressed line in which the spiracles 
situated. When seen in the dark, the insect presented a verv beautiful appearance, being 
apparently ringed and dotted with greenish fire. Each spiracle appeared to be a point of 
bright greenish light, and the division between each segment a line of the same colour ; it 
looked indeed as is if the whole insect were filled with fire, which shone out wherever it was 
not concealed by the dark shelly integument When coiled up on its side it looked like a 
lovely Ammonite whose striae emitted green light, and with a point of green fire in'each interspace.”

All the insects of the Lampyris family, whether luminous or not, may be classed among 
our friends, as they do not feed upon our crops or fruit^but upon various worms, snails and 
insects. One species (Chaulmnathtis Pennsvlvanicua V& pretty yellow softwinged beetle, 
with a black oval spot towards the lipof each wingV>ver, is especially useful from its com
mendable habit of devouring the lame of the dreaded Pluru Çyrculio, when in the larval 
state itself. The perfect insect we have sometimes ta&pn in great numbers upon thistle bios 
è“!Lt0-war.ds thecloaeufsiMMier. 'Qcuvjfà+Jd )\mJUZ,

Fig. S
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8. Lady Birds (Codntllidœ.)

From Luminous Insects to Lady-birds is a long leap to take in our description of neu
tral and beneficial insects. The intervening families of beetles, however, are so addicted to 
the destruction of our property in one form or another, and the exceptions are so few and in
conspicuous, that we must pass them all over, and go on to the consideration of the pretty 
little creatures—as useful too, as they are pretty—that are generally known by the name of 
‘ ‘ Lady-birds,” ( vulgarly called Lady-lug»). They belong to the family Coccinellidœef Coleoptera.

After the Luminous insects (Lampyridœ) which we just now brought before the reader, 
there come, according to the generally received classification, a large number of most de
structive insects. Of these we may mention the Ptinidœ, the species of which “ are found in 
old houses, in furniture, in rotten palings, stumps of trees, etc., which they and their larvae 
perforate with round holes in every direction, which are filled with a very fine powder formed 
of gnawed wood and excrementa ; some species feed upon collections of dried plants, skins of 
insects, etc ; whilst others bore into our chairs, tables, and other woodwork, books, etc. ; 
other species feed upon almost every substance, devouring ginger, rhubarb, cayenne pepper, 

etc.: and rendering ship-biscuit often unfit for use; others again feed upon 
woollen clothes, wheat in granaries, and other stores,”—a most noxious family 
certainly. After them come the Scolytidœ, the members of which are very 
destructive to trees and timber ; the Cantharidce, (Fig. 77,) useful for blister
ing purposes, as ‘ Spanish flies,’ but very injurious to vegetation ; the Curcu- 
lionidœ, (Fig. 78,) one or two well-known species of which are enough to con
demn the whole family, e. g, the Plum Curculio and the Pea-weevil ; the Ctr- 
ambycidai. or Capricorn Beetles, (Fig. 79,) the larvae of which are wood-borers, 
and attack trees of every kind ; and the Chrysomelidce, beautiful golden insects 
many of them, but including such noxious creatures as the Three-lined po- 

^•ndYeilow1 tato beetle, (Fig. 80,) the Turnip-fly or Flea beetle, the Colorado Beetle, the 
newly imported Asparagus Beetle, etc,

Fig. 77.

The “ Lady birds ” be
long to the last family of 
all of the orders of beetles. 
They are so common and 
so well known to every 
child that it is hardly ne
cessary to give any de
scription of them. The 
accompanying wood-cuts 
will suffice to remind the 
reader of their appearance.

Fig. 79. Fig. 80.Fig. 71.
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Who is there indeed, that has not set one on outstretched finger and sung to it in childish 
glee, ‘‘Lady bird, Lady-bird, fly away home, your bouse is on fire and your children all 
wo’ir' i ]* ranee they are much regarded also, and called by children “Bêtes à bon 
Lad1’birdsaC“6S *** * ^er^6’ et0, ’ ant* ^no*aD^ they are termed Lady-cows as well as

^he general colours of these insects are yellow, red or orange,with black spots ; and black, 

with red, white, or yellow spots ; their shape is hemispherical, and though they vary somewhat 
in size, an average specimen bears a considerable resemblance in size and figure to an ordi
nary split pea ; they have but very short legs and therefore creep but slowly ; their powers of 
night, however, are considerable. When alarmed they fold up their legs under the body and 

L l>Lt0vt“e^Un^’ an<* if handled they emit a yellowish fluid from the joints of the limbs 
which has rather a strong and disagreeable smell. In old times this fluid was considered to 
be an admirable specific for toothache ! We have never,however,possessed sufficient courage to 
test its qualities in this respect ourselves 1

As every one knows—or certainly ought to know by this time-the Lady-birds, both in 
their larval and perfect states, feed upon the obnoxious plant lice (Aphides), and are thus of 
the utmost service to the gardener, orchardist and hop-grower. Some species also prey 
very successfully upon the dreaded Colorado beetle, and assist beneficially in reducing the 
numbers of this new insect plague.* B

More than thirty species of this family of beetles are known to inhabit Canada. Atten
tion has so frequently been drawn to them in the course of these reports, that we need do 
no more than say—spare their lives and encourage their propagation by all means ; they are
the most useful class of insects that we have. J

We have now enumerated all the leading varieties of beetles that are in their several 
modes serviceable to mankind. If any of our readers are now enabled to distinguish between 
insect friends or foes of this order, we shall feel well repaid for any trouble that these descrip
tions may have cost us. Our limited time and space preclude us from going on to other orders 
to sayVp^n^h ^Car comea round "we hope, however,to have something further
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